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RAIN is supported by your subscriptions and a grant from the N.W. Area
Foundation, administered through the
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry. 2270 N.W . Irving, Portland, OR
97210, 227-5110.
RAIN I Full Circle Staff
Tom Bender
Lane DeMoll
Lee Johnson
Steve Johnson
Nancy Lee
Anne McLaughlin
Mary Wells
With much thanks to patient Michele
Pells for keeping track of our readers.
Typesetting : Irish Setter
Printing : Times Litho

EDITORIAL SIGNPOSTS
Suggestions for people sending stuff for
publication in RAIN: There's nothing
hard and fast around here but trying to
catch ourselves by surprise one night
and define our shared intuitions we
came up with the following editorial
signposts:
We wish to share with people information that is : workable ... novel ...
successful ... practical ... perceptive
... loving/humorous ... integral ...
cosmic ... down-to-earth ... fitting,
. . . appropriate ... sane ... infertilating .. . hopeful .. . encouraging . . .
non-redundant (don't reinvent the
wheel) ... way over there there's
someone else doing what you are
doing .. . we try to find seeds ...
RAIN helps things grow ... interests
that dovetail ... information rather
than opinions .. . not trippy . .. have
them send photos and graphics .. .
they should look at what things we're
looking for in future issues . .. they
should look at past issues of RAIN
... include comparisons to other books/
projects . . . not stuff that gets known
through major news media ... include
address, phone, price, who is it designed for ... They should send the
stuff to other places as well, like Tilth,
Epilog, Mother Earth News, Environmental Action Bulletin, Alternative
Sources of Energy , AERO, Workbook,
etc.
An EPA-sponsored study rating the
quality of life in 243 metropolitan
areas across the country found only
Portland among the 65 metropolitan
areas with populations of more than
500,000 to achieve an outstanding
rating in all categories rated.

RAIN DROPS
Future issues: In the next issue we
want to do special collections on:
•Employment (examples of environment-enhancing, energy-conserving
kinds of livelihoods, and groups
working in those areas, etc.)
• Personal changes (the relation of
perception/mental tone and environmental enhancement; "becoming,"
not "having")
• Library journals (and other small
access journals)
• Plants and energy conservation
• Looking down from above (aerial
photographs, the world from above,
etc.
•Wood heat
In upcoming issues we're also looking
for information about: your favorite
example of appropriate technology,
health insurance, regional resource inventories, craft/small industry newsletters; local/by region sources of information for urban and rural farming;
learning exchanges; public interest
research groups; and a directory of
video/cable projects, books, etc ., especially in the N.W.
Please send us your ideas. Deadline is
about the 20th of each month )Please
also note that for items for the calendar.)

€GRICULTURE. Foo9)
Eugene Food Action Council
P.O. Box 1255
Eugene, OR 97401
Some exciting developments this summer in Eugene as the council sponsored the first community food conference. Groups formed at the conference are working on 1) forming a
theater group to work with groups on
food and health, 2) more "large" scale
distribution of food among organic/
natural foods distributors, 3) a lobbying group, 4) an urban farm learning
site, 5) skill resource sharing newsletter, and otherwise disseminating
information through existing networks.
A directory and resource inventory
were prepared among conference members; and recently (Sept. 27) they held
a harvest festival, where demonstrations included heating with wood, food
preservation, natural foods bake-off,
square dancing, a bicycle-powered
blender.

•We are out of RAIN, Vol. I, issues 1-<6.
We will make reprints at 25</, a page.
• If you have moved or are about to
move, tell us; this saves us ten cents
and keeps you from losing an issue of
RAIN. See subscription & Change of
Address Form, p. 31.
• Please remember to send a self-addressed stamped envelope in writing to
people listed; especially when they obviously have little or no budget and are
not in the information & referral business.
•PLEASE INCLUDE PAYMENT, AS
WE DO NOT BI LL.
• What do you think? Should we tell
you who reviews what? Initials after
reviews?
• Letters you send us may be quoted in
the newsletter. Tell us when you feel
you'd rather people didn't know.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: It has been
rather traumatic changing over to subscription. We keep changing our rates
because we really don't know what's
fair. We try to be responsive to special
circumstances, so contact us before
giving up. (Subscription Form, p. 31)

IFOAM (International Federation of
Organic Agricultural Movements)
3 Chemin de la Bergerie
91700 Ste. Genevieve des Bois,
France
American contact:
Rodale Press
3 3 East Minor
Emmaus, PA 18049
Primarily a vehicle of communication
for member groups. Exhaustive listings
each month of new books and periodicals in the field. Last issue of newsletter had article on a growing international seed bank. Important crossAtlantic network. ($13 individual and
$26 institutional membership rates.)
Southern Institute for Alternative Agriculture is in the formative process, at
the pre-funded state looking for input
according to Elizabeth Gottschalk, cofounder. (Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University, Tallahassee, Fla.
32307 .) The Institute would research,
disseminate, demonstrate: low-energy
agriculture, organic gardening, general
environmental education, and aid for
the small farmer .
continued on page 4
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In Ecotopia's Big Woods
Ecotopia, by Ernest Callenbach,
Banyon Tree Books, 1517 Francisco
St., Berekely, CA 94703.
Ecotopia is a singular work, like the
wheel it looks obvious.
A steady state, spiritual rather than
economic conscious society. It's more
like a kit than any Utopia I've reador like a ten-year plan .... Yes, flawed,
Healdsburg, May 17. Wood is a major factor in the topsyturvy Ecotopian economy, as the source not only of lumber
and paper but also of some of the remarkable plastics that
Ecotopian scientists have developed. Ecotopians in the city
and country alike take a deep and lasting interest in wood.
They love to smell it, feel it, carve it, polish it. Inquiries
about why they persist in using such an outdated material
(which of course has been entirely obsoleted by aluminum
and plastics in the United States) receive heated replies. To
ensure a stable long-term supply of wood, the Ecotopians
early reforested enormous areas that had been cut over by
logging companies before Independence. They also planted
trees on many hundreds of thousands of acres that had once
been cleared for orchards or fields, but had gone wild or lay
unused because of the exodus of people from the country
into the cities.
I have now been able to visit one of the forest camps that
carry out lumbering and tree-planting, and have observed how
far the Ecotopians carry their love of trees. They do no clearcutting at all, and their forests contain not only mixed ages
but also mixed species of trees. They argue that the costs of
mature-tree cutting are actually less per board foot than clearcutting-but that even if they weren't, it would still be desirable
because of less insect damage, less erosion, and more rapid
growth of timber. But such arguments are probably only a sophisticated rationale for attitudes that can almost be called
tree worship-and I would not be surprised, as I probe further
into Ecotopian life, to discover practices that would strengthen
this hypothesis. (I have seen fierce-looking totem poles outside dwellings, for instance.)
Certainly the Ecotopian lumber industry has one practice
that must seem barbarian to its customers: the unlucky person
or group wishing to build a timber structure must first arrange
to go out to a forest camp and do "forest service"-a period of
labor during which, according to the theory, they are supposed
to contribute enough to the growth of new trees to replace
the wood they are about to consume. This system must be
enormously wasteful in terms of economic inefficiency and
disruption, but that seems to disturb the Ecotopians-at least
those who live in and run the lumber camps-not a bit.
The actual harvesting of timber is conducted with surprising
efficiency, considering the general laxness of Ecotopian work
habits. There is much goofing off in the forest camps, but
when a crew is at work, they work faster and more cooperatively than any workmen I have ever seen . They cut trees and
trim them with a strange, almost religious respect: showing the
emotional intensity and care we might use in preparing a ballet.
I was told that in rougher country ox-teams and even horses
are used in lumbering, just as they were in Gold Rush times.
And in many areas a tethered balloon and cables hoist the
cut trees and carry them to nearby logging roads. But in the
camp I visited (which may be a showplace) the basic machine
is a large electric tractor with four huge rubber tires. These are
said to tear up the forest floor even less than oxen, which have

to drag timber out on some kind of sled. Though heavy, these
tractors are surprisingly maneuverable since both front and
rear wheels steer. They have a protected operator's cabin amidship; on one end there is a prehensile extension bearing a chain
saw large enough to cut through all but the hugest trees, and
mounted so it can cut them off only a few inches above ground
level. (This is of course pleasant aesthetically, but it is also
claimed that is saves some millions of board feet of lumber
each year, and helps in management of the forest floor.) This
saw can also cut tr~es into loadable lengths.
On the other end of the tractor is a huge claw device that
can pick up a log, twirl it around lengthwise over the tractor,
and carry it to the logging road where big diesel trucks wait
to be loaded.
Ecotopian foresters claim that this machinery enables them
to log safely even in dry weather, since there are no exhausts
likely to set fire to undergrowth. It does seem to be true that
their methods disturb the forest very little-it continues to
look natural and attractive. Several types of trees usually
grow in stands together, which is supposed to encourage wildlife and cut the chances of disastrous insect and fungi invasions. Curiously, a few dead trees are left standing-as homes
for insect-gobbling woodpeckers!-and there are occasional
forest meadows to provide habitats for deer and other animals.
The older trees seed young ones naturally, so the foresters
generally now only do artificial planting in areas they are
trying to reforest. The dense forest canopy keeps the forest
floor cool and moist, and pleasant to walk in. Although it
rained for a few hours during my stay, I noticed that the
stream passing near the camp did not become muddy-evidently it is true, as they claim, that Ecotopian lumbering leaves the
topsoil intact, cuts down erosion, and preserves fish . (I didn't
actually see any fish-but then I am the kind of person who
seldom sees fish anywhere.)
The lumber camps themselves do not have sawmills, though
they possess portable devices with which they can saw rough
boards in small quantities for their own needs. The main
squaring and sawing of timber, and the production of slabs for
pulp, takes place at mills located in more open country, which
buy logs from the forest camps. The resulting boards are then
sold, almost entirely in the county-sized area just around the
mill. Lumber sales are solely domestic; Ecotopia ceased lumcontinued on page 4
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continued from page 3
ber export immediately after Independence. It is claimed that,
since the U.S. formerly exported half as much lumber as was
used in housing, much of it from the West, some surplus actually existed from the beginning of the new nation. Ecotopian foresters argue that their policies have, since then, more
than doubled their per capita resources of timber. There are,
however, no present plans for a resumption of export.
Interestingly enough, the Ecotopians themselves have a debate in progress about the huge diesel trucks they use to haul
logs. Several forest workers apologized to me that they are
still dependent on these noisy, smelly, hulking diesels. Yet
there are people all over them at the end of the work day,
shining them up-one of the few outlets still allowed in this
carless society for man's love of powerful machinery. One
truck I saw has lost its bumper, and the replacement is a large,
sturdy piece of wood. As they wear out, the trucks will be
eliminated in favor of electric vehicles. Meanwhile, people
argue hotly over the bumpers-extremist ideologues saying
that the bumpers (which are actually stainless steel, not
chrome plate) should all be replaced with wood, and the traditionalists maintaining that the trucks should be treated as
museum relics and kept in original condition. The factions
seem about equally matched, which means that the traditionalists have won so far-since a change on such a "drastic" matter is only carried out if there is a virtual consensus.
Our economists would surely find the Ecotopian lumber
industry a labyrinth of contradictions. An observer like myself can come only to general conclusions. Certainly Ecotopians regard trees as being alive in almost a human senseonce I saw a quite ordinary-looking young man, not visibly
drugged, lean against a large oak and mutter "Brother Tree!"

And equally certainly, lumber in Ecotopia is cheap and plentiful, whatever the unorthodox means used to produce it. Wood
therefore takes the place that aluminum, bitumino~s facings,
and many other modern materials occupy with us.
An important by-product of the Ecotopian forestry policies
is that extensive areas, too steep or rugged to be lumbered
without causing erosion, have been assigned wilderness status.
There all logging and fire roads have been eradicated. Such
areas are now used only for camping and as wildlife preserves,
and a higher risk of forest fire is apparently accepted. It is
interesting, by the way, that such Ecotopian forests are uncannily quiet compar~d to ours, since they have no trail-bikes,
all-terrain vehicles, airplanes overhead, nor snowmobiles in
the winter. Nor can you get around in them rapidly, since
foot trails are the only way to get anywhere.
Has Ecotopian livestock or agricultural production suffered
because of the conversion of so much land to forest? Apparently not; vegetables, grains and meat are reasonably cheap, and
beef cattle are common features of the landscape, though
they are never concentrated in forced-feeding fattening lots.
Thus an almost dead occupation, that of cowboy, has come
back . And cattle ranches in the Sierra foothills have reverted
to the old summer practice of driving their stock up to the
high valleys where they pasture on ,w et mountain meadow
grass. Grasslands research is said to be leading to the sowing
of more native strains, which are better adapted to the climate
and resist the incursion of thistles. Pasture irrigation is practiced only in a few areas, and only for milking herds.
But the true love of the Ecotopians is their forests, which
they tend with so much care and manage in the prescribed
stable-state manner. There they can claim much success in
their campaign to return nature to a natural condition.

AGRICULTURE-FOOD
continued from page 2

The Handmade Greenhouse: from
windowsill to backyard, by Richard
Nicholls, 128 pp., $4.95 from
Running Press
38 S. 19th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Makes you feel you could build it yourself by giving you all the information.
Assumes no previous building experience,
presents specific plans and detailed instructions for building different greenhouses ranging from $2 to $1500. Lists
sources of tools and supplies. Emphasis
on kind of greenhouse to build for certain types of plans, how to equip it
properly, maintain an ecological environment for good results, the correct
treatment and control of "hothouse"
plants. Comprehensive, useful bibliography. We need this one in hip-pocket
paperback size.
A big union is getting into the food
co-op movement, according to an article
by Jack Crellin in the Detroit Free Press.
The United Auto Workers' local 600the union's biggest local-has advanced
$30,000 for members to buy farm produce, which will be made available on a
non-profit basis to UAW members and
others. It's called Workers' Market No.
1. (Environmental Action Bulletin)

The Plant Doctor, by Richard Nicholls,
1975, 108 pp. $3.95 plus postage from:
Running Press
38 South 19th St.
Philadelphia, PA 19103
A generalized and somewhat prissy
plant primer highlighting disease and
pest control. Chapter 2 is handy in that
it contains a simplified version of all
the possible causes of dysfunction listed
under each major symptom with page
references to the text. There are certain omissions: the section on selection
of appropriate pots makes no note of
the hazards of unvarnished copper pots;
there is almost no mention of recommended light levels for isolated plasticenclosed ailing plants; constant use of
Latin names leaves you wondering
where the glossary went. Obviously
Richard is a cactus man, as his best insights pertain to this plant type. The
book also covers growing seeds, wick
watering and terrariums and has an
intriguing bibliography. (C.E.Weinstein)

Comparative Efficiency of Energy Use
in Crop Production, by G.H. Heichel,
free bulletin no. 739, Nov. 73, from
Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
New Haven, CT 06504
Full of useful numbers, ending with
suggestions for increased energy efficiency via green manure fertilizingthe manure spreader returns !-and
using crop residue for fuel. Long and
comprehensive bibliography. Ask for
their publications list.
The Food Co-Op Project
64 East Lake St.
Chicago, IL 60601
In collaboration with the Illinois Assoc.
of Community Action Agencies, has
produced a good introductory guide to
starting a food cooperative. $1.00.
You'll need localized information, but
this will help you remember the parts
that keep them together. They've also
just completed the 4th edition of the
Food Cooperative Directory, a nationwide listing of about 2,000 food stores,
warehouses, bakeries, resource organizations. ($3.00 for that and their newsletter Nooz).
When I visited there this summer, I
was also impressed with their on-site
range of information on co-ops, rural
organizations, farming, community
projects.
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Mapping the Northwest

This map was handdrawn by our good friend Bob Benson. We are going to overlay it (larger size) issue by issue with locations of
important places and connections, starting with energy/environment centers. Send us information of places we should include.

Agriculture/Energy Project Reports
Center for the Biology of Natural
Systems
Box 1126
Washington University
St. Louis, MO 63130
(314) 863-0100, x. 4983/x. 4994.
Barry Commoner's team has completed
six excellent studies which are available
free:
CBNS-AE-1: Effect of Recent Energy Price Increases on Field Crop Production Costs, Dec. '74, 108 pp.
CBNS-AE-2 : Vulnerability of Crop
Production to Energy Problems (simplified version of CBNS-AE-1), Jan. '75,
34 pp.
CBNS-AE-3: Agricultural Resources
Consumed in Beef Production, June
'75,41pp.
CBNS-AE-4: A Comparison of the
Production, Economic Returns and
Energy Intensiveness of Corn Belt

Farms That Do and Do Not Use
Inorganic Fertilizers and Pesticides,
July '75, 62 pp.
CBNS-AE-5: Energy in Corn Belt
Production, July '75, 15 pp.
CBNS-AE-6: A Comparison of Organic and Conventional Farms in the
Corn Belt, July '7 5, 27 pp. (simplified
version of CBNS-AE-4).
Washington Cooperative Federation
102 N.E. 43rd St.
Seattle, WA 98105
The federation is an association of food
buying clubs and food co-op stores
throughout Washington. We are sporadically printing a newsletter and doing
some joint bulk buys, as well as trying
to get organized and define our goals,
structure and membership. Meetings of
all co-ops interested are held every
couple of months to work on these
things; there is also a rotating commit-

tee structure to work on specific projects. We would particularly like to hear
from co-ops in Washington that aren't
on the mailing list and/or who haven't
been receiving the newsletter.
The Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 232-4108
Has a striking (don't put it up on a
bright green; it will pull tacks and walk
away); 24"x30" The Urban Farmer,
jam-packed with basic information on
about SO vegetable crops, information
including pound yield per 10' row,
protein, companion plants, depth to
plant, nutrients, ph range, and more .
$2.00. They also have published some
results on vegetable yields using different methods of farming (hydroponic,
organic, British, US, etc.). Newsletter is
expected to begin this fall.

(

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Farallones Institute
15290 Coleman Valley Rd.
Occidental, CA 95465
Sim VanderRyn and David Katz,
Directors
There is sure a lot happening at the 80acre rural site in Occidental - 26 students
· and 11 faculty people of all ages living
together for the summer (with a month's
advance work by the faculty), have built
a solar shower, clivus toilet , composting
privy (a second , modified one is in the
works), an organic garden , and a kitchen;
they've carved beautiful wooden stools
for their outside dining area and a sink
for the shower-growing out of courses
and workshops on carving, joinery and
blacksmithing. Cinva-ram bricks are
being tested on the second privy foundation. Work has started on a blacksmith shop, a design studio and other
structures (everyone presently sleeps
under the stars), as well as a grey water
system for the garden. They're even
tackling such sticklers as health and
building inspectors-meticulously explaining the compost privy system and
working through the problems of moving
local authorities along .
With so much happening, their overall planning is a bit haphazard , and integration of "whole systems" could go
much further. Their work schedule has
been heavy - generally up at 6 a.m.
(some up at 5 to meditate in a beautiful
outdoor zendo) and hasn't left them
much time to read and reflect and plan .
The energy is high , and one of the best
things was the community feeling everyone helps in the kitchen on a rotating basis and trades off on other jobs
necessary for a community of 40+ to
operate . A number of people., including
Wilson Clark, J.B . Blunk (who started
the wood carving), and China expertauthor Orville Schell (recently returned
from a 3-month work trip to China)
have given workshops and short courses . My favorite time was a warm loving
circle every night just before supper.
The summer session is over now, but
a core group of people are staying on.
It feels like an excellent way to get
experience in the practical aspects of
alternative energy systems, building
and agriculture, as well as cooperative
living. (LdM)
Farallones Institute-Urban Site
Helga and Bill Olkowski, Directors
The Urban Site is equally exciting,
though we were only there an hour.
They've just about finished renovating
a run-down Victorian house to include
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Handcarved sinks at Farallones Rural Site (use solar-heated water)

a greenhouse, design studio , clivus,
solar water heater complete with complicated testing capabilities (in true California style , they've made no provisions
for space heat - though there is a wood
stove in the kitchen), a peculiar semiJapanese bath and living space. An organic garden is thriving as are rabbits,
chickens and compost pile on the tiny
urban lot. The heavy emphasis is on
urban biological systems rather than
energy generation- there was a good
balance in the garden between scientific documentation/experimentation,
demonstrating urban gardening possibilities, and the elegance of natural
systems . The amount of time , effort
and dollars spent on the architectural
modification seems a bit overdone, but
it probably speaks well to Bay Area urbanites. This is certainly one of the
best urban projects in existence!
(LdM)

National Film Board of Canada
Trudy Kamphuis
344 12th Ave. S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
(403) 231-5332
Dear RAIN: Enclosed is a raft of material related to distribution of the New
Alchemists film put out by Challenge
for Change of the National Film Board
of Canada. I have had trouble trying to
reach you by phone, so this is the
general intention in words.
I am working to set up a network of
alternatives information particular to
western Canada and thought this might
perhaps be of interest to you. It is under
the auspices of Challenge for Change,
and in the next few months I am hoping
to contact as many people as possible
interested in seeing or talking about the
film and others along a similar vein.
(Workshops so far set up are in Calgary,
Alderflats, potentially in Lethbridge
and various communities in the Kootenays and eastern B.C.) Contact me at
the film board offices in Calgary. On
the other side, I would appreciate being
put on the mailing list for RAIN to tie
into establishing a communication network here (will send the final info when
it gets done if you like).
There are some problems taking films
across borders, but there is a National
Film Board office in San Francisco
Q:i (Canadian Travel Film Library, Suite
] 1600, 44 Montgomery St ., San Fran~ cisco, CA 94104 , (415) 981 -1448. T.
§ Johnston) that would have access to the
E--- films in lieu perhaps.
~
Hoping to hear from you. Trudy
~ Kamphuis.
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more academically oriented than programs at Community Technology, Max's
Pot, Farallones, or New Alchemy. Hosted by Murray Bookchin, and with workshops by visitors such as Karl Hess,
Stewart Brand, Wilson Clark, Eugene
Eccli, Bob Reines and others, the program had a large enrollment of 15 people, despite high tuition-most of which
. went to keep the rest of the college
afloat.
The by now usual range of solar collectors, wind mills , methane generators,
aquaculture ponds and organic gardens
were nearing completion by the time
we were there in mid-August. The ambitious organic garden pointed up one
of the recurring problems of academic
schedules- when the crops are ready,
the students have left . The nice thing
about the redundancy of such energy
experiments is that each group tries
some different combinations. Goddard
folk were using septic tanks for solar
heat water storage-but also for algae
. and aquaculture . The highlights of their
experiments for us were the number of
energy-conserving experiments applied
to an old farmhouse by a group working
with Eugene Eccli- insulating curtains,
through-wall solar heaters, ducted outside combustion air and thermo-grate
for a fireplace, etc.
The thinking in the program seemed
heavily and uncritically based on a single
philosophical approach-"anarchical
communism"-and might well benefit
by more comparative analysis of other
societal structure such as traditional
Asian societies, present-day China or
Vietnam, Cuba or Scandinavia.
Along with other new learning/working centers, the Goddard program points
the direction to some more meaningful
and workable learning processes. (TGB)

The Community Services Administration (formerly OEO) is in the process of
trying to set up a National Center for
Appropriate Technology with initial
funding of $3 million. A planning committee, including Community Action
Agency people from different parts of
the country and a.t. people such as Gene
Eccli, Tom Bender, Helga and Bill Olkowski, Travis Price, Kye Cochran and
] ohn Borrego, has met twice in August.
The small center is to use 75% of its
funds as grants for innovative development and demonstration projects that will benefit low income communities.
Grants will be under $10,000 so as to
discourage large interests from making
eyes at the money. The small staff,
based in Butte, Montana, will evaluate
and disseminate information on a.t.,
open up other federal programs so that
low income people get a fair share of
the government energy r&d, conduct
training sessions, etc. The center will
also fund regional coordinators to keep
itself as decentralized as possible. Sam
Love (formerly of Environmental Action
and Editor of the Feb. 1975 Futurist on
a.t .) is writing the proposal. The center
has great potential both because of the
welcome (and long overdue) federal government support of a.t. and because of
the strong existing network of local
community action organizations around
the country-many of whom are already
implementing a.t. ideas for poor people.
Thorny political problems remain to be
solved before anything gets off the
ground, but they're off to a good startwe '11 keep you posted. ( LdeM)
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Ekoteket
c/o The Museum of Modern Art
Skeppsholfnen
Stockholm, Sweden
An information center, public library
and information gathering system on
alternative technologies and ways of
habitation based on ecologically adapted technologies. They are now trying to
locate, monitor and acquire the most
relevant and interesting books, periodicals and reports in this area. If you have
methane info to share, send it to Keith
Elkin at Ekoteket.
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Through-the-wall solar heater at Goddard

The Social Ecology Program at Goddard
College became one of the primary East
Coast focuses this summer for people
wanting to learn how to build their own
intellectual and personal skill "lifeboats."
The program seemed generally to be

Earth Cyders
Rt. 1
Edwall, WA 99008
(509) 236-2353
Earth Cyders is setting up a small farm
methane and wind irrigation system
with the help of a grant from Hunger
Action Center in Olympia. Three twomonth apprenticeships or two three-

RAIN Page 7

month apprenticeships are being offered
to persons who want to learn about alternative energy systems, organic farming and communal living while helping
with this project. Persons interested in
being apprenticed either this fall or
next spring should contact us.
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A Simple Portable Shower
Using a pump type 3-1 /2 gallon garden
sprayer and a sink hose sprayer head
with the hose . This is a good way to
have a shower in an area where there is
little or no water. ] ohn A. McGeorge
( 11 Ells St., Norwalk, CT 06850) sent
us a handy description of the one he
uses; available on request. Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope and donation, if possible.
Community Environmental Council
109 East de la Guerra
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 962-2210
An environmental resource center similar to Institute for Local Self Reliance.
As well as publishing Survival Times- a
good energy-environment journal, they
are involved in the community garden
project, with preparations being made
for a permanent outdoor environmental
education center (La Mesa project) on
a 5-acre site. "The center will combine
environmentally sound building concepts, organic agriculture and alternative energy." Also working with local
health officials on the installation of
Clivus Multrum toilets. ( $12 membership, $6 sturlents)
Solar Sustenance Project
Rt. 1, Box 107 A
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Bill Yanda, Director
A design for an attached solar greenhouse (well insulated, with th ermal
storage capacities) that provides y earround food production and supplementary heat for rural low-income
families in the high altitudes of Northern New Mexico . So inexpensive, attractive, easy to construct and maintain
from indigenous materials that 11 experimental greenhouses have spawned
at least 50 owner-built ones . .. . A
perfect a.t. example! Write for a clear,
detailed report ( 11 pages).
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SECA (Service for Energy Conservation
in Architecture)
c/o Boston Architectural Center
320 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02115
24-hour a day clearinghouse phone line
for energy conservation information relating to the industry that supports it.
Acts as a referral service drawing on
professional expertise.

Earth Covered Building for Energy
Conservation Conference Proceedings.
Write:
Frank L. Moreland, Director
Center for Energy Policy Studies
Inst. of Urban Affairs
Univ. of Texas at Arlington
Arlington, TX 76019
Covers life-cycle costs, finance and insurance implications, social and behavioral aspects, energy and material
consumption patterns, aesthetics, interfaces with city networks, political and
legal considerations, technical considerations, environmental impact, implementation strategies. This is the next
item for your shelves after Mike Ohler's
(Rt. 1, Bonner's Ferry, ID 83805)
Mother Earth News story on his $50
underground home in northern Idaho,
and Royce LaNier's book Geotecture.

Retrofitting Existing Housing for
Energy Conservation: An Economic
Analysis, National Bureau of Standards
Building Science Series 64, $1.35 from
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
An excellent technical analysis comparing the economic desirability of different combinations of adding additional insulation, storm windows, and
weatherstripping to existing houses.
The first study available which analyzes
for a wide range of energy costs as well
as climatic conditions. It also, contains
a model that can be used to calculate
what combinations will give homeowners the greatest savings in investing
different amounts of money in energy
conservation measures for their homes.

Grassy Brook Village. Reprinted with permission from Grassy Brook Village, Inc.

Regional Climate Analyses, published
by the American Institute of Architects
and House Beautiful periodically in the
A.I.A. Bulletin from 1949 to 1952.
Presently available from:
Xerox University Microfilms
300 N. Zeeb Rd.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
$15 paperback, $5 microfilm
This series of studies of the climate of
15 representative cities and regions of
the country is the most useful single
source of climate information available
for building. It contains detailed graphic
information on range of temperature,
hours of sunshine, hot and cold days,
degree days, clear and cloudy days,
solar heat, sun height, hourly direction
of the sun, wind direction and strength,
precipitation, snow precipitation days,
maximum rate of rainfall, relative
humidity, and vapor pressures, as well
as qualitative analysis of special architectural implications. Beautifully clear
graphic presentation conveys immense
amounts of information without having
to burrow through volumes of tables,
charts and graphs.
The A.I.A. and House Beautiful
should be commended for having sponsored a pioneering study of this quality.
If all our professions would make documents such as this, which make sensitive
and technically correct action possible
for large numbers of people, widely
available at reasonable prices, they
could contribute far more to our quality
of life than their professional activities
themselves .
The present price of Regional Climatic Analyses, however, is unreasonably
high . Why pay $15 for it? You could
Xerox the whole 200 pages yourself
for $10 , or the section on your region
for 60¢. It only costs around 85¢ a copy
to print a document this size, or only
6¢ for a single region. Xerox it yourself,
or write the A.I.A. (1735 New York
Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20006)
and request they come out with a
reasonably priced edition.

Living Within Our Means, by Richard D.
Blasej and Philip M. Moriarty. Send $1
plus SASE to
Grassy Brook Village
RFD No. 2, Box 39
Newfane, VT 05 345
Subtitled "Towards the development of
the small , self-contained community as
a focus for ecologically-sound housing
on a comprehensible, human scale,"
this is a practical and philosophical
rationale for Grassy Brook Village, a
proposed energy-aware & resourceconscious condominium in Brookline,
Vt. A perceptive and powerful companion to Sharing Smaller Pies by Tom
Bender, it questions whether "more is
better" and asserts the worth of a new
way, a clearer relationship of humanity
and nature in which the link between
what we do, how we live , and the
consequences are re-established.

{foMINDEX

)

THE COMINDEX INDEX, which
follows, was sent t o us by Bob Wallace.
As long as I've known Bob , he's been
doing this list : It is in our in-process
directory and , we fe el, makes a good
base for a periodic section on computers.

Comindex
Bob Wallace
P.O. Box 5415
Seattle, WA 98105
Design, networking, and services in the
computer field . These machines can be
a useful medium for community communications , can relieve some of the
paperwork for alternative groups, and
can be enjoyable as a hobby. Comindex
is gathering information in these areas
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(especially for the Northwest)' and will .
be publishing several directories. In addition, keysort _cards are being developed
for low-budget filing, mailing list, and
directory production. Would appreciate
any information on people-oriented and
innovative computer projects, or notes
from those in the Northwest w.ho are
into computers as a tool for social
change or building their own machines.
Community Computer Services Project
1877 West Fourth Avenue
Vancouver, BC
(604) 733-8310
Open: Mon-:Fri, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
To explore computer use for: an electronic bulletin board (community
memory) and information exchange;
a social service file retrieval and catal~guing service; an interactive, computer mapping facility, a learning exchange; a computerized research service
oriented toward community problems.
Key Words: mailing list, social research,
local data-base, information network,
learning exchange, community-memory,
people's access, computer-utility, information retrieval, education, privacy
politics. Only funded to.June 30, 1975.
The Learning Rxchange
1320 Commercial Drive
Vancouver, BC
(604) .253-8113
Open: Mon-Fri, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A computerized service to. develop
listings of: community educ,:ation resources; teachers and resource people;
people seeking others with common
learning interests; learning tools, spaces
.and events. Staff is actively canvassing
individuals and groups in the community to encourage them to list on the
' LE. Key Words: social research, local
data-base, information network, learning
exchange, community memory, people's
access, computer-utility, education.
Peter and Linda Bergeron
White Mountain Communications Co.
9547 Wallingford Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98103
522-1891
Interests: closed syst. technology, psychology, psychical research, education,
video, musical composition, "living
efficiently ... with joy." Projects: .
computerized astro. charting and dietary planning, Alternative Elementary
School III (w/in Seattle Pub. Schools).
Needs: unlimited access to info. Resources: skills, elec . typewriter, ,computer terminal (after 5/1/75), banjo,
misc. electronic equip., unusual Hbrary
& pamphlets. Fantasies: to establish a
self-sufficient tech.-oriented community
(maybe on the moon); an educational .
syst. involving family/community, not
just.children, no separation.

Infact
1877 West Fourth Avenue
Vancouver,' BC V6J 1M4
(604) 733-8310
Open: Mon-Fri, 10 a~ m. - 4 p.m.
Registered society in Vancouver, British
·colum.bia, Canada._lnterested in community use of computers for, information services, information processing
and communication. Resources: two
terminals, access to UBC computer
(both temporary), community mem- ·
ory (program), computerized Directory
of Social Services. Projects: The Learning Exchange, 1320 Co'mmercial Dr.;
Community Computer. Services, 1877
W. 4th Ave. Key Words: mailing list,
local data-base, information network,
learning exchange, ~ommunity memo_ry,
people's access, computer-utility, information retrieval.

The Computer ~n the Community,
Report No. One, UPS (Inter-Institutional
Policy Simulator) and Community Information.
A report on a two-month demonstration
of a computer-based, community information system held at the,V~ncouver
Public Library, Mar/ April 197 4. A cooperative venture of the IIPS Project,
City of Vancouver, Community Infor·m ation .Centre and the Vancouver Public Library. Key Words: social research,
lo~al data-base, qHhputer-utility, infor- ·
mation network.
Jerry Barenholtz
870 W. l9th Ave.
Vancouver, BC
(604) 873-2387
Building a computer language & graphics facility for artists, on a PDP-11/40.
Hope to expand to_video and music
synthesis. Looking for contact ~ith
people sharing computer art fantasies
or experience. Into computer-aided
· design, community memory, social
research, education. Also associatt;d
with Infact.
Barry de Ville, Dymaxion Rese~ch Ltd.
'
Box 1053-Armdale
Halifax, Nova Scotia
(902) 429-3175
R~search, design, and implement data
systems with ~onviviality and integration in mind. Specialize in: cataloging
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and retrieval of visuals; social surveys;
c.o mmunity consensus polling; and
technology impact studies. Designs alternatives, offers hardware access, and
provides totally integr.ated systr ms.
Robert Ellis Smith, Publisher
Privacy Journal
P.O. Box 8844
Washington, DC 20003
.
(202) '547-2865, 9-5: 30 EDT
Privacy journal publishes monthly 8page newsletter on privacy and computer data collection; also provide research services on privacy/computers.
$15 per year. Publisher: Ro9ert Ellis
Smith. ,
"A Practical, Low-Cost, Home/School
System,'' IEEE Magazine, 8/74
.
1
Computer
, 5855 Naples Plaza, Suite 301
Long Beach, CA 90803
This article, by Joe Weisbecker of RCA
labs, describes a ,computer costing under
$500 for home, recreational and educational use. Basic FRED system is the
RCA COSMAC microprocessor, 1 K
RAM, 16 pushbuttons, a TV set, and
an audio cassette player. Applications
include utility programs (such as a
calculator), school drills , games and
puzzles, and experimental/user programs (such as simulation, music, etc.).
Lists-about 85 such applications for
cheap microcomputers. 11 pages, 88¢
from Com.i ndex.
Microproce~sor

"Conference on Living/Learning Information Exchanges."·
Northwestern Univ~rsity
Computers and Teaching
2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 492-5 367
The conference was November 1973
and included conferencing via computer
between Resource One in San Fram:isco and Northwester,n. Paper is a list of
participants (with add~esses) and a printout of the on-line dialog. 22 pages;
free from above, or $1.76 from Comindex.
MIT Community Dialog Project
Prof. Thomas B. Sheridan
MIT 1-108
Cambridge, MA ·02139
(617) 253-2228
This project studies the facilitation of
group meetings using elecrtronic voting
aids and other procedures. It evaluates
this technique as a function of the topic,
participants, and moderator of the
group. Also into cable-TV citizen participation. fJ-3 pages;? from Prof.
Sheridan or $3 .44 from Comindex.
continued on page 10
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continued from page 9
Peter and Trudy Johnson-Lenz
2222 S.E. Nehalem Street
Portland, Oregon 97202
(503) 232-8976
Consulting in the areas of data and information processing, computer and cyber-.
netic systems design and analysis, and
statistical·aI)alysis. Current areas of
work : feedback balloting, simulation/
gaming with or without compute.rs,
skill banks , computer models (dynamic,
·energetic, ~conometric, cellular, etc.), ·
design of large-scale •s ystems to promote citizen involvement and participation . We have a 10/30 cps CRT terminal
and use several commercial and public
time-sharing services. We need to keep
up with what other people are doing,
and find outlets for our talents and
experience.
Carl C. Clark
Commission for the Advancement of
Public Interest Organizations
1875 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
(202) 462-0505
Operates "Information Resources for
Public Interest ," an on-line information
system available on National CSS and
periodically printed in book form ($10).
Also does "Public Intere~t Reference
Library". and "Citizens' Drinking Water
· Coalition."
Bill Smith
808 Universiry Blvd., Apt. 2
Silver Spring, MD 20903
Offers windplant·design service . Computer program and sample output for
stamped, addressed envelope; windplant design for $5 and 7 variables
(such as mean wind speed, power
needed,. etc.)

The Computer Hobbyist
Box 295
Cary,,NC 27511
(919) 467-3145 evenings
(9l9) 851-7223 evenings
Monthly, $6/year. Back issues SO<t each
(started Dec. '74).. Excellent technical
newsletter. 8008 graphics system, surplus and subscriber parts available, tutorial articles, construction articles,
cassette interface.

Micro-8 Computer User Group
Newsletter (Hal Singer, ed ~ )
Cab:rillo Computer Center
4350 Constellation Road
Lompoc, CA 93436
(805) 733-3501 (1':45-4: 30 PST)
(805) 735-1596 (evenings)
Newsletter, subscriber information exchange . $6 for 6 issues. New product
news, circuits and ideas from s-µbscribers, survey articles, standardization of .
8008 interfaces, kit evaluations and
many other things . Very good.
LCG ~ngineering
1807 Delaware St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
Lee Felsenstein and Efrim_Lipkin are
working toward helping people use computers. Lee is working on the "Tom
Swift Terminal," a _modular, .convivial,
bus-oriented CRT terminal (description,
50<1). Efrim is actively developing the
'community Memory public data base.
LCG also publishes the journal of Communication, dealing with community
memory and public access, for $1/issue. ·
People's Computer Company
P.O. Box 310 :
Menlo Park, CA 9402 5
Publishes .an excellen.t newsletter covering educational computer use (including reviews of DEC and HP systems),
game programs .in BASic , microcomputer kits and news, and general computer
hobbyist topics. $5/year (5 issues).

Amateur Computer Society Newsletter
Stephen B. G~ay ·
260 Noroton Ave.
Darien, CT 06820
For people building their own digital
computer. Short notes on kits, surplus
parts ,. swaps, letters,. etc. More on ~ur
plus computer conversion and building
from scratch. $5 for at least 8 issues;
comes· out every 2 or 3 months. 34+
back issues available. 6 pages per issue.

Byte
Carl Helmers, Editor
Box .378
Belmont, MA 02178
Subscriptions:
c/o Green Publishing Inc.
Peterborough, NH 03458
This is a new magazine, edited by Carl
Helmers, who previously did the ExperiThe Digital Group
menter's Computer System , a newsletter
P·.O. Box 6528
containing pla~s for an 8008 system .
Denver, CO 80209
(may still be available). Will cover the
Active amateur computer group. Month- computer hobbyist field : projects, surly newsletter, $12/year. Into hardware/ ' plus equipment, games, practical applications, tuto(ials, etc. $12/year.
software support for 8008 and 8080
systems·; plans for cassette, CRT, calcuThe Logic Press
lator, Mark-8 modifications, 1 K oper260 Godwin Ave.
ating system, ham radio support. Some
Wyckoff, NJ 07481
,
boards and kits . Claissified ads. ExcelPublishes Logic Newsletter, Robotics,
' lent info.

and other newsletters (sample issues 1
$1, L.N. $9 for 10 issues). Covers logical
design and applications , formal logic,
microprocessor news , book reviews, etc.
General in scope i not much specific
microprocessor circuitry.
Homebrew Computer Club
Fred Moore, newsletter editor
558 Santa Cruz Ave.
·
Menlo Park, CA 9402 5
Bay area computer builder's club. Into
community memory and computers
helping people, as well as technical ideas
and circuits. Test equipment and design
help availablei Send a dollar to get the
-newsletter
·

Popular Computing
Box 272
Calabasas, CA 91302
Monthly covering computing theory,
number theory, calculators, the "art of
computing," other mathematical articles. $15/year; back issues $2 each or
2 for $3 :
Creative Computing
· Ideametrics
P.O. Box 789-M
Morristown, NJ 07960
Bi-monthly; subscriptions: institutional
$15/yr; individual, $8/yr; student, $6/
yr. Into educational and recreational
computing: games, computers and
society, mathematics, humor, computer aided instruction, tutorial articles,
graphics, more . 48 pages, back issues
$150 .
. CONDUIT/Pipeline
P.O. Box 388
Iowa 'City, IA 52240
Professional journal (free; NSF funded)
covering educational uses of computers
and investigating the transfer of educational materials from school to school.
University oriented.
Computer Lib/Dream Machines
Hugo's Book Service
Box 2622
Chicago, IL 60690
This 'large-format book is by Ted Nelson, listed separately. Half of it explains the basics of computers, ranging
widely from how they work, what they
can do , what languages and data structures are, to computer myths and games.
The flip side describes many state-of,the-art systems in areas such as video
synthesis, non-linear text data structures, artificial intelligence, graphic dis- ,
plays, and others. 128 pages,, 10"x14",
$7 .00. Brochure, maybe free from
Hugo 's, 30<1 from Comindex.
Note: The OMSI Community Resource
Center and Software development
group is not listed.; we will be writing
up a full qes~ription in upcoming issue.
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The Energy Problem: A Sensible SoluEnergy Extension Service (EES)
tion for Right Now, by the National
Plans are now being formulated by
Oil Fuel Institute, available free from:
ERDA to establish a system through
The Dos and·Don'ts of Methane, by Al
NOFI
which the public will be informed of
Rutan, available from:
60 East 42nd St.
new energy technologies developed by
Juicy Pre_ss
New York, NY 10017
ERDA. Patterned after the Agricultural ·
1809 Portland Ave.
Advocates "avoiding the expense and
Extension Service , EES would provide
, Minneapolis, MN 55404 ,
risk of a crash nuclear program" by
expertise, information , consultation &
A good, basic methane primer to be
"practical, attainable conservation" and
receive advice on the natur~ of energy
read along with Methane Digesters for
"prompt, environmentally safe domesuse and related problems by sponsoring
Fuel Gas & Fertilizer, which contains
t ic energy development." NOFI is comshort courses, workshops, conferences,
more technical data. Al's book would
posed of thousands of independent oil
specialized publications. Information
be especially useful in familiarizing
dealers who supply 70% of the oil used
would be provided.to individuals, busisomeone with all the work necessary in
in American homes and businesses. The
nesses and local and state governments,
digester construction. New ideas on
Institute states that their program of
primarily on new energy conservation
scum removal, heating, mixing.
conservation and safe domestic energy
techniques and alternative energy sysresearch & develop,m ent "will cost a
tems . For details, write EES , ERDA,
Cold Regions Experiments with An- _
tiny
fr a:ction of a nuclear program,"
Washington , D.C. 20545. (From Sept.
aerobic Digestion for Small Farms and
and that "we must not commit all our
15, 1975 , Government R&D Report,
Homesteads, by George Oberst.
time
and money to a hoped-for nuclear
$80/year for 22 issues , P.O. Box 284 1
Bio fuels
solution so costly that we must forego
MIT Station , Cambridge, MA 02139)
Box 609
all othe'r alternatives."
Noxon, MT 5985 3
Inquire on price. You should read Meth- · - Energy Alternatives: A Comparative
pipe
Analysis and MERES and the Analysis
ane Digesters first , then this. More on
of Energy Alternatives, prepared for the
the capital costs for meaningful gas proCouncil on Environmental Quality,
duction, suggested that the pollution .
ERDA, EPA, FEA, FPC, DOI and NSF
control and fertilizer value be included
by Science and P~blic Policy Program,
along with gas production.
Univ. of.Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma;
available for $7 .45 and 65</- , respectively,
from
Assistant Public Printer
~', .
Government Printfng Office
·~~
Washington, l>.C. 20402
fall !
·; ·
Po or ('-..;
Energy Alternatives is 704 pages thorless
oug!ily describing existing and emerging
The
Basic
Layout of the Hydraulic Ram
energy technologies and resource sysSkookum Columbia Hydraulic Rams,
tems, their environmental impact, their
, .efficiencies and. their costs. Covers geo· used to irrigate , pump domestic or munithermal, organic waste conversion and
cipal water supplies, are available for
solar energy, as well as conventional
$297 (1" drive pipe, 100-2100 gal. per
technologies. Good section on energy
day capacity) to $760 (3" drive, 700consumption and conservation. An ex20,000 gpd) from the Skookum Co.,
ample of a project, its environmental
which also manufactures logging equipimpact and a comparison of the project
ment. Although repair is rarely necessary,
The Energy Cycle
to other alternatives is provided . The
since most rams are simply and ruggedly
first excellent basic reference docµmade, Skookum maintains a complete
Electric Utility Expansion Plan~ for
ment to include Howard T . Qdum's
line of spare parts, which an~ shipped
1975-1984, Federal Power Commission
air mail for installation by your local _
energetics or net energy analysis (ch .
Staff Summary, issued June 30, 1975,
15-"Procedures for Comp;i.rip.g the
machine shop. For free brochure exreported in the JUiy 4, 1975, FPC News,
Energy Efficiencies of Energy Alternaplaining how a ram works, how to figure
available from:
tives"); it also mentions the groundsize needed and capacity of water that
Office of Public Information
can be pumped, write
breaking information provided by
FPC
' Rick Gustafson, The Skookum Co.
Transition , the Oregon Energy Study
Washington, D.C. 20426 .
8524 N. Crawford
(appendix to cl). 15).
States that projected national energy
Portland, OR 97203 .
MERES (Matrix of Environmental
requirements for the next 10 years will
(503) 286-3627
Residuals for Energy Systems) is a comincrease at an average· annual rate of
puterized data b~se specifying the water
6.73% rather than the 7.43% projected
Southern Oregon A.l~emative Energy
pollution, air pollution, solid waste, land
in the 197 4 report. This is the first such
Exchange now in formation. For details,
use and occupational health effects of
report including me:-ition of new power
, contact Chuck James, Rt. 1, Box 7,
present and future energy systems. The
Jacksonville, OR 97530.
generation by solar energy, fuel cells and
15-pg. summary clarifies its use and
.m agnetohydrodynamics (MHD).
availability.
continued on page 12
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ENERGY-General
continued from page 11
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Information from ERDA: Weekly Announcements, available free from ~
U.S. Energy Research & Development
Administration
·
'
Washington, D.C. 20545
Covers everything done in any connection with ERDA: reports, conferences,
RFPs (resuests for proposals), contract
awards in energy conservation, energy
generation , conversion, transmission
and use; in solar, wind , nuclear, coal,
oil, transportation, storage, geothermal
fusion.
' prevailing ,
wind - - v

Ventilation Shaft in Pakistan House '

Energy Conservation and Economic
Growth-Are .They Incompatible?
$1 from:
The Conference Board Record
Box 908, FDR Station
New York, NY 10022
The Board, a non-profit business research organization , .c oncludes that a
substantial degree of energy conserva- '
tion is an attainable ·u.s . goal without
ill economic effects .
Ecosystem Structure·& Function: 31st
Annual Biology Colloquium Proceedings,
ed. by John A. Wiens, 17 6 pp.
Oregon State University Press
P.O. Box 689
Corvallis, OR 97330
A hidden treasure for those who wonder
at the work of natural systems. All the
heavies are here: Eugene P. Odum ("ei:iergetic" Howard's brother) explaining
energy flow circuits and budgets in ecosystem development an.d their relevance
to h~man affairs such as land use planning; the Hubbard Brook Experimental
Forest starring itself with Likens & Borman interpreting its complex workings
under the stresses of clear cutting; Frank
Galley on "Energy Flux in Ecosystems"
describes the factors which may set limits to energy production. Full of useful
diagrams, tables a:1d graphs . Amazing
what we. knew in 1970.

"A National Plan for Energy Research,
Development and Demonstration: Creating Choices for the Future," Vo.I. II,
ERDA-48, available from:
Technical Information ·center
. Oak Ridge Operations Office, ERDA
Box.62
·
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
.
Vol. I, submitted to Congress June 30,
197 5, outlined energy R&D priorities
for near-, mid- and long-term and summarized proposed implementation. Vol.
II elaborates on imple~entation.
"Coming: the Real Energy Crisis ~ ' by .
Dr. Lewis R. Con ta, Dean, College of
Engineering, Univ. of Rhode Island,
Kingston, RI, and membei: of ASME
(Amer. Soc. of Mech. Engineers), in
Mechanical Engineering, Aug. 1975,
p. 18-24.

" 'If we don 't get off the exponential growth
curvie, the year 2000 could unfold on. a U.S .
landscape dotted with 3000 1000-MW fossil
and nuclear power plants. A grievous price'
will have been paid : capital cost-$2 trillion;
water for condenser cooling-more than 2/3
the total runoff of our major rivers ; and the
ecological impact .:..a possible disastrous climatological effecting resulting from the massive .
, heat flux. A far more vigorous conservation
· effort is needed until solar energy, sea thermal,
or another self-renewing system-virtually ·
pollution"free of heat , gaseous and particulate
matter-becomes commercially feasible."

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
(OTEC), Third Workshpp Proceedi~gs,
Gordon L. Dugger, ed:., APL/JHU SR,
·75.2, Aug. 1975. Available from:
· The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Johns Hopkins Rd.
Laurel, MD 20810
Exte11sive diagrams, illustrations, schematic and reports on OTEC and attending technologies, including flywheel
storage, power transmission ·and thermal
gradient maps of U.S . waters. Does anyone know what·happens to Great Britain
if we suck heat from the warm Gulf
Stream? Or the Newfoundland fisheries?
Energy ·and Food: Energy Used in
Production, ~ocessing; Delivery ~nd
Marketing of Selected Food Items, by.
Fritsch, Dujack & Jimerson, CSPI
Energy Series VI, June '75, $4 from:
Center for Science in the Public
Interest
1776 Church St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
More numbers on the energy inherent
in different foods at each step in their
route to our dinner tables. A basic
reference in this area as well as a primer
on energy-intensive agriculture and on
ways to reduce energy consumption
while .keeping high nutrition standarµs.

Energy: The Po-pJer of the States, 237
pp., write:
Jan L. Mills, Director
Center for Governmental Responsibility
Holland Law Center, U. of Fla.
Gainesville, FL
(904) 392-2237
Prepared for the Fla. Energy Committee,
deals with federa1 and state authority in
:the energy area, various phases of energy
control : exploration,' leasing, produc' ti oh of energy, and processing. and conversion of natural resources. This plus
publications by the Council of St.at~
Governments would be usefµl to.the
energy-a~are legislator.
. The fuel .reserve estimates con'tinue to
drop: the 'u .s . Geological Survey now
says that there is 80% less oil available
than previously estimated off the ·Atlantic Coast. Meanwhile, in California, a
bill has passed the l~gislature and been
signed by G·or ernor Brown that effectively delays leasing oil lands for drilling
off the California coast for a few more
years by banning construction oJ new
oil pipelines acrqss state-owned tidelands
till 1978. (Source: Not Man Apart, midSeptember, 197 5)
"Delphi Analysis of Energy Costs" is
being conducted by:
Prof. Jam es R. Albers
Systems/Simulations
Huxley College of Enivronmental 1
· Studies
530 Old Main
Western Wash. State College
Bellingham, WA 98225
Write if you wish to participate. ~ead
line for first round is Nov. 1 , with the
first return to all participants approx.
mid-November.
Tchuba, American Committee for Cape
Verde
:Rm. 416
14 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02108
Starting a library on appropriate, renewable energy sources such as solar
and wind. Send 3 of everything to R .
Michael Fr~richman (one for files in
Boston, one for Cape Verde files and
one for United N,ations files)

Energy Technology II-Proceedings, 2nd
Energy Technology ·Conference. $14.95
from:
· Government Institutes, Inc.
4733 Bethesda Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20014
343 pp., June 1.975. Covers fossil, nuclear, international activities, conservation, storage and t,ransmission, solar .
energy, policy and legislation, and includes a list of attendees.
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Fast Breeder Reactor Report. Available
for $1 from:
·
,
U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Office
Box 10io
Washington, D.C. 20013
Cop.ie,s of the July 30, 1975 GAO report
on the fast breeder reactor. Check or
money orders only. (Exact title not
known at .press time.) Cost overruns,
etc.

Groupe de Travail Heliotechnique
Information Helio
25, ·R ue du Commerce
75015 Paris, France
.
Has a publication listing addresses, bibliographies, project and reports on group
activities. (Helio = Sun)

Light Water Breeder Reflctor Program
Draft Environmentfll lmpact Statement.·
4 vols., 2500 pp., is being distributed
by ERDA. In order to be considered in
the preparation of the final statement,
comments ori the draft statement must
be submitted by Oct. 14, 1975, to W.H.
Pennington, Office of the Asst. Administrator, Environment and Safety, Mail
Station E-201, U.S. ERDA, Washington,
D.C. 20545. Single copies of the draft
statement are available from the same
address for those who wish to review
and comment on the docu~ent. For
more details, see ERDA Aflnouncements
for week ending Aug. 20, 1975.

"SKYLID," reprinted with permission
from Zomeworks.

Sunspots: Collected Facts and Solar
Fiction, by Steve Baer, $3.00 p.ostpaid
from:
·
Zomeworks Press .
P.O. Box 712
Albuquerque, N,M 87103
Absolutely great! Solar humor, workable fantasies open up your brain cells,
hard science is applied with a friendly
"Dynamic Energy Analysis and Nuclear
Mr.
Wizard "watch this now, my friends"
Power,'' by John H. Price, December ·
touch ; ,Subtly educational passages by ·
197 4. Contained in Non-nuclear Futures:
an inventor-philosopher who has listened
The Case for an Ethical Energy Strat~gy,
to the questions and His own head·are
available this fall from:
interspersed with smile-provoking'"oldFriends of the Earth Books
timer" wittici~ms aimed at our expen529 Commercial Street
sive
energy e~tablishn:ient. A gas to read,,
San Francisco, CA 94111
bound to be a word-of-mouth best seller.
$5.95 paperback ($4.94 for members).
The Price study docume'nts the energy
Energy Conservation and Solar Retro- ·
consumed and produced by exponenfitting for Existing Buildings, by stutial growth of energy conversion facilidents of J.S. Reynolds, 122 pp., 1975.
ties; the energy inputs and outputs of
$3 from;
nuclear reactors, both singly and in such
The Center for Environmental Studies
programs; and demonstrates that under
School of Architecture
many conditions (including many curUniversity of Oregon
rent national energy development pro·Eugene, OR 97403
grams) such exponential growth proContains basic numbers (U, R, BTU/s.f./
grams consume more energy than they
hr .. for differer'lt building materials, inproduce during the life of the program.
sulation) and principles (design with
The Price report will be generally
climate, human comfort zones, energy
flow through a home and solar energy
available this fall, jointly published with
basics) that would enable a concerned
a paper by Amory Lovins, Non-Nuclear
homeowner to estimate his/her home
Futures, which moves beyond his
energy needs and clearly communicat~
"World Energy Strategies" to outline
with an architect/builder/insulation
the technical and financial feasibility of ·
contractor. Very useful examples of ·
· available non-nuclear energy options.
how to calculate heat loss, done for 7
Together they form required reading
existing residences in Eugene area. A
both for energy utility companies having second thoughts about their comhighly recommended companion to
· Prof. Reynolds' Solar Energy for Pacific
mitment to nuclear power and for the
NW Buildings.. Ask for free solar energy
consumers who must ultimately pay
for such commitments.
publications list .·
1

1

Solar-Oriented Architecture, by Sola.r
Energy Applications Team at Ariz. St.
Univ., prepared for AJA/Research Corp.
as part of a report to the National Bureau of Standards, 180 pgs., $10.00 postpaid from:
Archi,tecture Foundation
College of Architecture, AS U
. Tt:mpe, AZ 85281
.
4/7 of this book is ..a simple reformatting
of solar dwelling data taken mostly fr,o m
Shurcliff's Survey of Solar Heated Buildings, with some solar house-redrawings
done incorrectly (Ouro}?oros ·south
Ho.use does not have a square form; it.
has a triangular sod roof sloping downward to th~ .north, meeting east and
west walls; project engineer should be
listed as Toµ-i Bender, co'-instructor with
Holloway) or inadequately (Coos Bay
House· by Mathew is missing additional
400 sq. ft. collector in back yard, front
door and garage d'oor) . Most useful
parts include 1) data sheet summaries 1
of solar dwellings listed, esp. perceptive
architectural comments, 2) inclusion
. and analysis of solarisms using passive
or thermal flywheel techniques: Anasazi Indian cliff dwelling, David Wright
House, Trombe-Michel thermal wall
house, Harold Hay Skytherm House,
Arcosauti Solar Chimney-GreenhouseSwimming Pool.

A - 2 layers of , glass
B - black roughcast surface
C '-

concr~te

wall, structural
and heat storage
·

_The Trombe-Michd Solar Wall
"Technological Utilization: Incentives
and Solar Energy" by, Arthur A. Ezra
in Science, February 28, 1975,Vol. 187,
pp. 707-713. '
,
.
This very important article outlines the
difficulties which hinder the delivery of
solar technology, and where and how
incentives can be best applied to stimulate public use of solar energy. Ezra's
perceptive comments were used by
, ERDA in the formulation of the Solar
'Energy National Plan. Although aimed
at federal level ·policy, the ideas are applicable at any level and local agencies,
public and private, should use it as a
guideline to speeding the transition to
solar energy, particular~y banking and
lending institutions. continued on page 14
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continued fr_om page 13 .

Soap Lake Community Newsletter, free
with SASE from:
Greg Higgins, Project ~anager
Soap Lake Solar Community
502 E. Main Ave.
Soap Lake, WA 98851
Solar heating for individual homes and
centralized solar thermal electric systems for large scale generation are presently receiving much attention . Between
these extremes lies the effort at Soap
Lake and all other solar community
concepts such as Grassy Brook Village
in Vermont and the new solar suburbs
of Southern California. Includes estimates, based on ERDA, HUD and NASA
data, of a $35 million yearly solar equipment market by 1985 with 7000 new
solar uni-rs per year and a sketch of a
proposed environmental monitoring
station design by Project Associates
and Northwest sculptors Lee Kelly and
David Cotter.

U.S. Solar Radiation Data. Write:
Grady McKay, Chief
ADP Services Division
Environmental -D ata Service-NOAA
National Climatic Center
Federal Building
Asheville, NC 28801
Data from 60 stations across the nation
is available on ·either an hourly or daily
format on magnetic tape, punched cards
or listing from the tape. Write above for
free reference manuals on hourly (CD280) or daily (CD-480) data and information on ordering. The manuals contain maps, suitable for framing, locating
each station.

Survey of So~r Energy Products &
Services-May 1975, available from:
Assistant Public Printer
Supt. of Documents
U.S. Goveminent Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402
$4:00 . Prepared for. the Subcommittee
on Energy Research, Development an d
Demonstration of the Committee on
Science & Technology, U.S. House of
Representatives, by the Science Policy
Research Division , Congressional Library ·
Service, Library of Congress. It will probably be suggested by members of Con~
gress in reply to their large volume of
mail inquiries for information on solar
energy.

Proceedings of the Southeastern Conference on Application of Solar Energy
will be available in late October. Write:
James Babington
Univ. of Alabama Press
Division of Continuing Education
P.O. Box 1247
Huntsville, AL 3 5807

by Malcolm Wells, arch., $1.SO each
each for 50 or more) from:
Solar Service Corp.
306 Cranford Rd.
'C herry Hill, NJ 08003
_
A funny, yet highly educational book
on solar energy for children 4 to 14.
Lovely. Now. all we need is one each on
enei:gy conservation, wind power, gardening, recycling and ? and we'll all
make it into the next century safely.
What did you put in the blank? Maybe
we can find it and tell you about it next
~sue.
·
(80~

Additional Solar·Manufacturers [see

RAIN #9]:

Sunpaper, by the New Mexico Solar
Energy Association. $1 per copy
c/o Architects, Taos
P.O. Box 1884
Taos, NM 87571
First issue of 500_member plus NMSEA
(write Susan Yanda, Rt. 1, Box 107 AA,
Santa Fe, NM 87501 for new member.
information). Contains an ERDA-funded
study on design of air-cooled collector/
rock-bin storage solar heating systems,
N.M. solar legislation details and another
of Steve Baer's solar tales, this one on
what Peter Van Dresser calls "The
Clothesline Paradox," and reprinted ,
below.

Tilly's Catch-A-Sunbeam Coloring Book:
The Story of Solar Heat Even Grownups
Can Understand, by Tiµy Spetgang, illus.

Gr·a phic Projection of a Sun Path Diagram
Solar Energy Research Institute
ERDA will release guidelines and siteselection criteria in October for a SERI.
Parties interested .in proposing sites for
the facility will have 45 days to submit
propo~ als. ERDA expects that a site will
be chosen early in 1976. At present, it
is rumored that Arizona is the prime
candidate. However, Congressional pressure will be intense, and ERDA may decide to please the largest n_u mber of
Congressmen by establishing multiple
institutes in a number of states. Aca~
demic and state organizations-interested
in securing the Solar Institute within
their domains should ensure they receive a copy of the guidelines and criteria by contacting Ben E. McCarty,
Public Information Office, ERDA,
Washington , D.C., ph. (301) 973-3335.

MITRE Air Solar Heating & Cooling
Systems Report, inquire as to availability
and price to:
MITRE Corp.
Westgate Research Park
McLean, VA 22101
A research study done for the Sheet
Metal Workers Internation ~l Association finds Solar HY AC systems using
air rather than water have lower initial
cost, lower maintenance costs, lighter
weight, no freezing, leakage or corrosion problems, and greater simplicity
and ruggedness_. (From Sept. 197 5
Advanced Solar Ene,rgy Technolqgy
Newsletter, $60/year for 12 issues,
1609 w. Windrose, Phoenix, AZ 85029)

Solar Research, 52 .5 N. 5th St., Brighton, MI 48116, (313) 227-1151: .2nd
solar components .catalog now available. (Edward W. Bottum)
Solar Energy Services, P.Q. Box 2166,
Hendersonville, NC 28739 , (704)
692-8762: custom engineering of .
. commercial, industrial and residential
.s olar water heating and building heating and cooling; solar energy education and technical short courses.
(Helen P.. Bird)
Energy Conservation Systems, 327 W.
Vermijo Ave., Colorado Springs, CO
80903, (303) 475-0332: rigid frame
medium temperature collectors.
(Peter o: Wood)
Chamberlain Corp. , Solar Division, 845
Larch Ave., Elmhurst, IL 60126,
(313) 279-3600: flat-plate collectors
for heating and cooling'. (Allen J.
Vancura)
Grundfos Solar Pumps Corp., 2555
Clovis Ave-. , Clovis, CA 93612, (209)
299-5992 : 1-20 gpm, noiseless, compact, lightweight, ·energy saving (.85
amps) Sunpower brand.
Heliotrope General, 1869 Hidden Mesa
Rd., El Cajon, CA 92020, (714) 4446174 : Delta-T differential temperature thermostat for solar heating and .
soJar hot water system control; Storex
40 and 65 gal. hot water storage tanks
with built-in 20 sq . ft. copper heat
exchanger and optional supplementary electric resistance heating.

1975 Wind Energy Conversion Systems
Workshop Proceedings, now available
for $10 from:
The MITRE Corp.
Mail Stop W210
Westgate Research Park
McLean, V~ 22101
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"Energy and Resources" in Science,
Life Size Aero Design
25 July 1975, Vol. 189, No. 4199, pp.
P.O. Box 246
Albertis, PA (Lehigh County) 18011
25 5-260, by Brent Sorenson, Niels Bohr
Send SASE for "Wind Power Calculator" . Institute, U. of Copenhagen. ·
which figures power output. An engineerA plan is outlined according to which
ing group specializing in windpower for
solar and wind energy would supply
household/farm scale operations. Devel- .
Denmark's needs by the year 2050 .
oping a lightweight, vertical-axis windThese are the first steps to be taken in
turbine using spoked tensile members
developing a regional renewable energy
and a line of solid-state instruments for
system. Biomass and ocean thermal
measuring wind variables and energy
gradient surveys added to this an'd then
usage. Can provide background technical
overlaying all the data on maps a la
literature on wind-turbine aerodynamics,
McHarg would probably give pJanners
and industrial park developers some
advice on purchasing & installing a wind· idea about where to put what, dependplant, and information on Pennsylvania
legislation for solar energy equipment
ing on· the type of energy needed (fuel,
tax breaks (none yet for wind generators). heat ," electricity) and the availability of
a renewable supply /storage.
Public Reaction to Windmills studied in
five areas from coast to coast by the
Survey Research Lab at the Univ. of
Illinois. Contact Prof. Robert Ferber for
details of this $14 7 ,800 study funded
by ERDA and NSF.
Wind Power Public Stock Offering:
Write
American Wind Turbine Co.
1016 E. Airport Rd.
Stillwater, OK 74074
(4()5) 377-5333

€NVIRONMENT ) .

1975 Wind Energy Utilization Bibliography, $10 postpai.d from:
Technology Application Center
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
Abstracts covering both foreign and do-'
mestic sources, an author index, a corporate source index, and a permutated
index of titles and keywords. Subjects
include: wind power plants, wind power
generators, wind machines and wind
energy storage facilities , to mention a
few. Interestingly, the bibliography substantiates that much wind energy research was accomplished during the
early years of _this 'century before the
passage of the Rural Electrification Actwhen the use of windmills was employed
~o generate limited amounts of electricity. Although by today's power standards the output of these early windmills
was small, the concepts developed during this period- coupled with present
day developments in aerodynamics,
electrical, engi.neering and materials tech-.
nology- appear to offer significant opportunities for the future.

Oregon 1975 Legislature: A future ban
' on fluorocarbon-propelled aer9sols, an 1
adequate LCDC budget, and scenic ri'ver
designation for a section of the Clackamas River rank as the best achievements
for the environment. The Oregon Energy Office was formed (a realignment of
the old Energy· Conservation & Allocation Office). Environmentalists feel they
lost ground in: the extension of the
field burning cut-off date; loosening of
septic tank rules; exemptions from ·
noise rules. HB 2202 exempts from real
property taxation the cost of a solar
heating system. SB 283 created a 7member energy conservation board
within the Dept . of Commerce to adopt
rules to provide maximum energy conservation in design, construction and
repair of buildings. HB 2036: Adds
solar energy to land use planning considerations. Permits county planning
commissions and city councils ·to provide solar energy incentives in zoning
and building setback ordinances to use
of incident solar energy. For more detailed information on the Oregon
legislative action, get copies of Earthwatch Oregon, June/July issue (50¢),
Oregon Environmental Council, 2637
S.W. Water, Portland, OR, 97201, and:
Oregon Voter Digest, August 1 issue,
$1.50, 108 N.W. 9th, Portland, OR
97209.
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Council on Economic Priorities
84 5th Ave.
New York, NY 10011
(202) 691-8550
One of the good public research groups
watching corporate practices. Have several reports/studies on : economic impact
of the cost of pollution control; overview of social performances of various
corporations. Write for publications list
and membership/newsletter information.

What Makes Education Environmental?
Mcinnis & Albrecht, editors, Data
Courier Inc. & Environmental Educators, Inc., Louisville, KY 1975, 470 pp.
$9.95.
Probably when asked for a book to introduce teachers to the range of En.:
vironmental education methods, history /background, de_finitions and
theories, I'll refer them to this one.
Felt rather overloaded (odd thing for
a rain maker to say); maybe just cause
of the amount of words and few illustrations. They have some of the best
articles I've seen appear over the last
couple of years in various environmental magazines.
A Clear View: Guide to Industrial
Pollution Control, James Cannon~ $4.00.
Inform Books
25 Broad St.
New York, NY 10004
As William Ruckelshaus says in the introduction: "in order for a citizen to
meaningfully participate in government
decision-making, he or she must be informed and must have access to decision-makers. This book imaginatively
. addresses both needs . It pla·ces great
emphasis on the responsibility of a 1
citizen to become knowledgeable prior
to meaningful participation." Introductory material chapters; especially
good ones on researching; lots of follow
up access; a good guide for· yolunteer,
citizen action groups .
·

Water Newsletter
Oregon Environmental Council
2637 S.W. Water Ave.
Portland, OR 97201
OEC and Oregon Cleanwater Project
have received grants from EPA for,
newsletters on water pollution control;
to encourage citizen participation in
water quality activities. Write t.o be put
on the mailing list.
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by E.F. Schumacher

CONSCIOUS CULl

Schon in der Kindheit' hort' ich es mit Behen:
Nur wer im Wohlstan,d lebt, lebt angenehm. *
-Bert. Brecht

Only the rich can have a good life. This is the daunting message that has been drummed into the ears of all humankind
during the last half-century or so. It is the implicit doctrine
of "development;" the growth of income serves as the very
criterion of progress. Everyone, it is held, has not only the
right but the duty to become rich, and this applies to societies
even more stringently than to individuals. The most succinct
and most .relevant indicator of a country's status in the world
is thought to be a.verage income per bead, while the prime object of admiration is not the level already attained, but t_h e
current rate of growth. ,
It follows logically·- or so it,seems-that the greatest obstacle t o progress is a gr~wth of population: it frustrates, diminishes, offsets what the growth of Gross Natiohal Product
(GNP) would ot.herwise achieve. What is the point of, let us
say, dou bling GNP over a period if population is also allowed
to doubl ~ du.ring the same time? It would mean running fast
: merely to stand still: average income per head would remain
stat ionary , and there would be no advance at all towards the
cherished goal of univers.al affluence.
In t he light of this received doctrine ,. the well-nigh unanimou s prediction of the demographers-that world population,
barri ng unforeseen catastrophes, will double during the next
thirty years- is taken as an in.tolerable threat. What other prospect is this than one of limitless frustration?
, *In unpoetical English : "Even as a chil_d I felt terror-struck when I
heard it said that to live an .agreeable life you have got to be rich."

Some mathematical enthusia·s ts are still ~ontent to project
the economic "growth curves" of the last thirty ye!lrs for
another thirty or even fifty years, to "prove" that all humankind can become immensely rich within. a generation or two.
Our only danger, they suggest , is to succumb, at this glorious
hour in the history of progress, to a "failure of nerve." They
presuppose the existence of limitless resources in a finite
world; an equally ~imitless capacity of living nature to cope
with pollution; and the omnipotence of science and social
engineering.
The sooner.we stop living in the cloud-cuckoo-land of such
fanciful projections and presuppositions, the better it will be,
and this applies to the people of the rich countries just as
much as to those of the poor. It would apply even if all population growth stopped entirely forthwith.
The modern assumption that "only the rich can have a good
life" springs from a crudely materialistic philosophy which
contradicts ~he universal tradition of humankind. The material
needs of human btrings are limited and in fact quite modest, .
e.ven though our material wants above our needs can give us
the "good life."

Poverty is no,t misery
To make my meaning clear, let me state right away that there
are degrees of poverty which may b.e totally inimical to any
kind of culture in the ordinarily accepted sense. They are essentially different from "poverty" and deserve a separate name;
the term that offers itself is misery. We may say that poverty
prevails when people have enough to keep body and soul together but little to spare, whereas in misery they can~ot keep
body a,nd soul together, and eve~ the soul suffers deprivation.
Some thirteen years ago, when I began seriously to grope for
answers to these perplexing questions, I wrote this in "Roots
of Economic Growth."**
"All peoples- with 'exceptions that merely prove the rulehave always known how to help themselves, they have always
discovered a pattern of living which fitted their peculiainatural $Urroundings. Societies and cultures have collapsed . when
they deserted th eir own pattern and fell into decadence, but
even then, unless devastated by war , the people normally continued to provide for themselves, 'Yith something to spare for
higher things. Why not now, in so many parts of the world?
I am not speaking of ordinary poverty, but of actual and
acute misery ; not of the poor, who, according to the universal
tradition of mankind, are in a special way blessed, b.ut of the
miserable and degraded ones who, by the same tradition,
should not exist at all and should be helped by all. Poverty
may have been the rule in the past, but misery was not . Poor
**CF: E . F. Schumacher, "Roots of Economic' Growth," Gandhian
Institute of Studies, Varanasi, India, 1962, pp . 37-38.
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.TURE OF POVERTY
peasants and artisans have existed from time immemorial; but
miserable and destitute villagers in their thousands and urban
pavement dwellers in their hundreds of thousands-not in
wartime or as an aftermath of war, but in the midst of peace
and as a seemingly permanent feature-that is a monstrous
and scandalous thing which is altogether abnormal in the history of mankind. We cannot be satisfied with the snap answer
that this is due to ,population pressure.
,
"Since every mouth that comes into the world is also endowed with - ~ pair of hands, population pressure could se_rve
as an explanation.only if it meant an absolute shortage of ,
land-and although that situation may arise in the future, it
decidedly has not arrived today (a few islands excepted). I~
cannot be argued that population increase as such must produce increasing poverty because the additional pairs of hands
could not be endowed with the capital they needed to help
themselves. Millions of people have started without capital
and have shown that a pair of hands can provide not only the
income but also the durable goods, i.e., capital, for civili~ed
existence. So the question stands and demands an answer.
What has gone wrong? Why cannot· these people help themselves?"
Th~ answer, I suggest ~ lies in the abandonment ~f their indigenous "culture of poverty," ~hich means not only that
. they lost true culture, but also that their poverty, in all .too
many cas~s, has turned ,into misery.
-

The cost of the ephemeral and the eternaf
.
A '\:ulture of poverty" such as we have known in innumerable
. variants before the industrial age is based on one fundamental
distinction-which may have been made consciously .or instinctively, it does not mam; r-the distinction between th~ "ephemeral" and the "eternal." All religions, of course, deal with this
distinction, suggesting that the ephemeral i's relatively unreal
a~d only. the etern'al is real. On· the material plane we deal
with goods and services, and the same distinction 'applies: all
goods and services can be arranged, as it were, on a scale
which extends from the ephemeral to the ~ ternal. Needless to
say, neither of these terms may be taken in an absolute sense .
(because there is nothing absolute on the material plane), although there may well be something absolute in the maker's
intention : he/she may see his/her product' as something to be
used up, that is to say, to be destroyed in the act of consumption; or as something to be used or enjoyed as a permanent
asset, ideally forever.
The extremes ~re easily recognised. An article of consump~
tion, like a loaf of bread, is intended to be used up; while' a
work of art, like the Mona Lisa , is intended to be there for' ever. Transport services tO take a tourist on holiday are in-

t~nded to be used up and therefore ephemeral; while a bridge
across the river is intended to be a permanent facility . Entertainment is intended to be ephemeral; while education (in the
fullest sense) is intended to be eternal.
Between the extremes of the ephemeral and the eternal,
there extends a vast range of goods and services with regard to
which the producer may exercise a certain degree of choice:
he/she inay be producing with the intention of supplying
something relatively ephemeral or something relatively
.eternal. A publisher, for instance, may produce a book with
the intention that it should be purchased, read, and treasured
by countless.generations; or the intention,may be .that it
should be purchased, read, and thrown away as quickly as
p9ssible.
,
Ephemeral goods are- to use the language .o f business- .
"depreciating assets" and have to be "written off.". Eternal
goods, on the other hand, are never "depreciated" but
"maintained." (You don't deprecip.te the Taj Mahal; you try
to maintain its splendour for all time.)
·
Ephemeral goods are subject to the economic calculus.
Their only value lies in bei'ng used up, and it is necessary to
ensure that the'ir cost of production do.es not exceed the .
benefit derived from destroying them. But eternal goods are
not intended for destruction: so there is no occasion for an
economic calculus ,, because the benefit- the product of annual
value and time- is infinite and therefore incalculable.
,
Once we recognise the validity of the distinction between
the ephemeral -and tlie eternal, we are able to distinguish, in
principle, be~ween two different types of "standard of living."
Two societies may have the same volume of production and
the same income pctr head of population, but the quality of
life or life-style may show fundamental and incomparable
differences: the one placing its main emphasis on ephemeral
satisfactions and the other devoting itself primarily to the
creation of eternal valu~s. In the former there may be opulent
living in terms of ephemeral goods and starvation in terms of
eternal goods - eating, drinking, and wallowing in entertainment ,_in sordid, ugly, mean, and unhealthy surroundings.while in the latter, there may be frugal living in terms of
ephem.eral goods and opulence in terms of eternal goods modest, simple, and healthy consumption in a noble setting.
In terms of conventional economic accounting, they are both
equally rich , equally developed-which merely goes to show
that the purely quantitative approach misses the point .
The study of these two models can surely teach us a great
deal. It is clear, however, that the question: "Which of the
- two is better?" reaches far beyond the economic calculus,
since quality cannot be calculated.
No one, I suppose, would wish to deny that the life-style
of modern industrial society is one that places primary emphasis on ephemeral satisfactions and is characterised by' a
gross neglect of eternal goods. Under certain immanenit compulsions, moreover, modern industrial society is engaged in a
process of what might be called "ever-increasing ephemerahsation_;" that is to say, goods and services which by their very
nature belong to the eternal side are being produced as if their
purpose were ephemeral. The elconomic calculus is applied
.
everywhere, even at the cost of ski~ping and cheese-paring
on goods which should last forever. At the same time, purely
ephemeral goods are produced to standards of refinement,
elaboration, and luxury, as if they were meant to serve eternal
purposes and to last for all time.
'

continued on page 18
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ties to the_poor cannot but transfer into poor societies a lifestyle which, placing·primary emphasis on ephemeral satisfactions, may suit the taste of smalL. rich minorities, but condemns the great, poor majority to increasing misery.
The resources for genuine progress can be found only by.a
life-style which emphasises frugal living in terms of ephemeral
goods. Only such a·life-style can create, maintain and develop
an ever-increasing supply of eternal goods.
·
Frugal living in terms of ephemeral goods means a dogged
adherence to simplicity, a conscious· avoidance of any unnecessary elaborations, and a m~gnanimous rejection of luxurypuritanism, if you like-on the ephemeral side ., This makes it
possible to enjoy a high standard of living on the eternal side,
as a compensation and reward. Luxury and refinement have
their proper place and function, but only with eternal, not
with ephemeral goods. That is the essence of a culture of
poverty.
One further point has to be added: the ultimate resource of
any society is its labour power, which is inf~nitely creative.
When the primary emphasis is on ephemeral goods, there is an .
automatic preference for mass-production, and there can be
no doubt that mass production is more congenial to machines
than it is to people. The result is the progressive elimination .
of the human factor from the productive process. For a poor
society, this means that its ultimate resource cannot be properly used ; its creativity remains largely untapped. This is why
Gandhi, with unerring instinct, insisted that "it is not mass
production but only production by the masses that can do
the trick ." A society that places its primary emphasis on
eternal goods will automatically prefer production by the
masses to mass production, because such goods, intended to
last, must frt the precise conditions of their place: they cannot
be standardised. This brings the whole humap being back into
the
productive process, and it then emerges that even ephemerReducing wants to needs
In the light of these considerations, it is not difficult to under- ·al goods (without which humari existence is obviously impossible) are far more efficient and economical when a proper
stand the meaning and feasibility of a culture of poverty. It
"fit" has been ensured by the human factor.
·
would be based on the insight that the real needs of human
All the above does not claim to be -more than an assembly
beings are limited and must b.e met, but that their wants tend
of a few preliminary indications. I entertain the hope that, in
to be unlimited , cannot be m et , and must be resisted with the ·
view of increasing· threats to the very survival of culture-and
utmos.t determination . Only by a reduction of wants to needs
even life itself_:_there will be an upsurge of serious study of
can resources for genuine progress be freed . The 'required rethe possibilities of a cu)ture of poverty. We might find that
sources cannot be found -from foreign aid; they cannot be
we have nothing to lose and a world to gain.
mobilised via the technology of the affluent society which is
immensely capital-intensive and labour-saving and is dependent Reprinted from Undercurr; nts, #10- Resurgence #6/1 issue·. Underon an elaborate infra-structure which is itself enormously
currents is $7.50 for 6 issues per year airmail from 275 Finchley Rd.,
London, NW3, England .
.
expensive . Uncritical t~chnology transfer from the rich socie-

continued from page 17
Nor, I suppose, would anyone wish to deny that many preindustrial societies have been able to create superlative cultures by placing their emphasis in the exactly opposite way.
The greatest part of the modern world's cultural heritage
stems from these societies.
The affluent societies of today make such exorbitant demands on the world's resources, create ecological dangers of
such intensity, and produce such a high level of neurosis
among their populations that they cannot possibly serve as a
model to be imitated by those two' thirds or three-quarters of
mankind who are conventionally considered under-developed
or developing. The failure of modern affluence -:which seems
obvious enough , although it is by no means freely admitted
by people of a purely materialistic outlook-cannot be attributed to affluence as such, but is directly due to mistaken
priorities (the cause of which cannot be discussed here): a
gross. over-emphasis on the ephemeral and a brutal under-.
valuation of the eternal. Not surprisingly, no amount of indulgence on the ephemeral side can compensate for starvation
on the eternal side.

G-AND USE

)

In 1972, the City of Petaluma, Calif.,
passed an ordinance limiting housing
projects (of S or more units) to a total
of 500 dwellings per ye ar through 1977.
And the town endorsed the growthcontrol ordinance by .a vote of {181
to 906. The homebuilders associations
s~reamed, and the courts at first agreed
with them. But in August , the Appeals
Court reversed that decision in favor of
the citizens .. . a real landmark for
communities worried about controlling
the quality and nature of their growth.
For details, see the mid - Septem~er issue
of Not Man Apart.

A Time to Plan, published by:
Planning Association of Wasington
American Institute of Planners &
Evergreen Environmental
Re.source Center
P.O. Box 280
Cheney, WA 99004
A collection of articles prepared to give
land planners, a sense of the place of
energy in land use strategies;.as well as
the need for, and how to involve citizens
in, the planning. Available from above.
The Oregon Environment: A Citizen's
Guide to Environmental Analysis and
Planning Procedures.
Dept. of Urban Planning
Oniversity of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
$2.00
.
'
A non-prescriptiye description of the
present state of land use laws. Compre-

hensive planning, enviror;imental,impact
statements, methods of environmental
analysis, social impact, economic impact. List of local agencies and organizations. Pretty much Oregon-oriented.

(MEDIA

)

Public Media Center
275 .1 Hyde St.
San Francisco, CA 94109
A public interest advertising group, producing imaginative TV/radio public service spots. I've heard the latest spots on
growth (we can't gro~ on like this) are
especially good , introduced to the public by Tom McCall. Prices quite reasonable. They also help groups generally
with media access and have a handbook
on the subject .
continued on page 22
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NOTES FROM EUGENE
Notes from Eugene, Brian Livingston
Dear Steve :
· Thanks for your latest bundle of
stuff, most of which was new to me.
Your packet, in response to my packet,
has inspired me to create still another
packet . . . . After returning from Olympia (The NW Media Conference), I
stayed up until 5 that morning sorting
piles of info I'd accumulated over the
past year. Especially since Olympia,
my room was beginning to look as
though ,it were inhabited by a mad
Xerox copier. Everything got into a
much handier alpha flle, except for the
Bend in the River stuff (who?) which
I still don't quite have the nerve to
index, so it sits in a pile 15" high in
one corner.
Builder's Co-op
3 328 Elmira Rd.
Eugene, OR 97402
688-7096
'
Non-profit group willing to help others
with low-cost structures.
Community Health & Education Center·
1359 W. 5th
Eugene, OR 97 402
343-4078
Carol .Dunning (formerly of Ashl~nd
Women's Health) is director of this
project, which has just elected its first
full board of directors, and is in the
grant-writing stage. Proposes traditional
and alternative methods working handin-hand .
·
Eugene-Springfield Tenants Union
Box 382
Eugene, OR 97401
344-RENT
This group, an outgrowth of UO Hous:ing Dept. , has had some success combatting summary evictions by bringing
publicity onto involved landlords.

the parent body nicely. They currently
have assets over $100,000, still cannot
afford to pay members· any interest,
though. Besides loans, membership includes discounts on auto insurance, tires,
etc.

People's Law School
154.7 Lexington
Eugene, OR 97403
747-4693
Jill Hyman
Legal Connections
686-3829
.
PLS conducts classes on various aspects
of law and society . Legal Connections,
sponsored by UO Law School, is a telephone referral service to free .legal assistance (beyond merely Legal Aid).
Groups have overlapping membership.
Saturday Market
Box 427
Eugene, OR 97401
686-8885, Th-Fri
Operates both Sat. and Sun. now.
I

StarflQwer Co.
385 Lawrence
Eugene, OR 97401
686-2151
Natural foods distributing collective;
should take on a more major role since
the demise of Alternative Distributing
Co. of Seattle. Primary source of .
rennetless (meatless) cheese products..

Medium/Rare Video
107 Cross Place
Eugene, OR 97404
345-4554
Relatively new address. Tripp Micich
' and others- experienced in all aspects
of video production. Produced Oregon
Renaissance Faire tape, etc.

Switchboard
Box 905
454 Willamette
Eugene, OR 97401 ·
686-,8453
Best for rides, housing board, work referral, of course complete listings of
social service agencies , but less useful
on individual people-to-people in.dex.

OUR Federal Credit Union
380 w. 8th
Eugene, OR 97401
485-1188
Set up by OEO several years ago, the
credit union has survived the demise of

West Enq General Store Co-op
1525 w. 6th
Eugene, OR 97402
485-0680
New co-op in town. Helped sponsor
Community Food Conference (7 /75) .

Women's Press
Box 562
Eugene, OR 97401
344-4455
Now in fifth year, publishe·d every
couple months.
Hoedads Treeplanters Co-op
454 Willamette
Eugene, OR 97401
344-1621
200 or. so belong to Hoedads, contracting their own labor out to timber companies, Forest Service , fire-fighting, etc.
Each crew elects a representative to
central council; percentage of wages
taken out of paychecks to support offi<;:e , staff. Not looking for new members, but a good model for labor-inten.se
work co-ops. ,
Birth Control Handbook
P.O. Box 1000, Station G
Montreal 130, Quebec
(514) 844-5838
Published by Montreal Health P,ress, an
excellent overall resource (48 pp.) on
reproduction and non-reproduction.
Free, send 2 5¢ for one copy , 10¢ each
add'itional (up to 20) to cover postage.
$50 per 1000 F.O .B.
American Youth Hostels
20 West 17th St.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 2 5 5-3 310
Besides their well-known system of overnight lodgings, A YH will pay a sm.all
salary and expenses to anyone who or-,
ganizes and leads a cycling tour for
them. Special groups such as these may
tour America, Europe or Asia. Guidebooks .issued for hosteling in .20 countries.
Poly Paks
Box 942
South Lynnfield, MA 01940
(617) 245-3828 .
Good source of inexpensive electronics
and computer parts, including microprocessors and men:iory . Write for free
catalog.
Planetary Calendar
P.O. Box 60
Alvadore, OR 97409
Nationally-popular astrological calendar,
shows signs of sun, moon and planets,
favorable and unfavorable signs, and
some aspects . $2 .50 . .

continued on page 20
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continued from page 19 ·
H.H. Distributing Co.
Box 212, University Station '
Seattle, WA 98105
.
Handles the ' ~ D-cell, ,,. a small cliunk of
cement apparently impregnated with
phytochrome (ligh t-sensi ti ve pigments
similar to chlorophyll) . Tests repute
elimination of chlorine and other
impurities (rom drinking water through
breakdown of molecules. Hounded by _
FDA.
Tom Jett
1178 Adams
Eugene, OR. 97402
343-9152
Solar designs for fo~d drying.

The Pyramid Guide
P.O. Box 176
Elsinore, CA 92330 .
Talk about alternative sources of
energy! If pyramids do half the stuff
claimed, it'd be worth investigation.
Preserve foods, increase ·plant growth,
improve sleep and meditation (clear
difference in br;Lin waves shown on
EEG). Scads of books on pyramids, but
thi~ is the only good periodical I've
seen-1<1;test info and experiments. Published bi-monthly since 1972. Read
about levitation effect, water ~owsing,
ray-gun shooter. And wait until you
hear about cones.

Day Stream Video Communications
645 .Wilson
Eugene, OR 97402
687-2178
New video production group in town.
Pacific Northwest Research Center
c/o Sociology Dept.
'
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403
343-4022, Jerry Limpke
Oft-published in Oregon Times, this
group has documented such things as
corporate involvement in the B-l
bomber, and currently examines the
banking system in the Northwest, the
role of Rockwell International, etc.
. Growers' Market
454 Willamette
Eugene, OR 97401
687-1145, w-'i•
Largest food conspiracy in Eugene
(Oreg9 n? Northwest?) 500 orders
each week. Complete order form includes all vegies, fruits, grains, cheese,
fish, even granola (two kinds , no less!) .
One hour work asked for each order;
10-15% markup.

Walter D. Batchelor
6120 E. Boston St. '
Mesa, AZ 85205
~5 cents each, 35 pp., 1973

Food Crisis Survival Manual
Lee & Ellen Larsen
Survival Arts
P.O. Box 56,1
Salem, OR 97308 .
$3.95, 136 pp., 1974
Both of the above were listed in A
Bibliography of.Survival Books, p. 57
of Organic Gardening and Farming, Feb.
197 5. The complete list includes 16
titles; the real farmers know .what's
coming on.

How to Prepare for the Coming Crash ·
Jefferson House
P.O. Box 150
Dept. 2
Provo, Utah 84601
$2.95 . .
'

Sam-Andy, Jnc.
P.O. Box 2125
Beaumont, CA 92223
(714) 845-1691
Manufacture~s of completely. dehydrated
food packages, for long-term reserve
storage. Write for "The Family Food
Reserve Story," c_ontaining nut·r ition
analysis chart of various foods, bibliog_raphy.
Youth Rights <::enter
1857 University
Eugene, OR 97403
342-5717
Sponsoring programs for those under
18 : Youth Awareness. Workshops, per~
haps leading to official city Youth
Commission. Working with students
planning owri accredited alternativ~
school.

Gateway to Survival is Storage

Family Food Stockpile for Survival
Office of Informatjon
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, DC 20250
Free

Eugene Magazine
1390 Mill, No. 203
Eugene, 0 R 97401
344-9540
Media section wouldn't be complete
without this quasi-slick stab at feature ·
reporting. ·
The Living Wilderness .
729 15th St. N.W.
' Washington, DC 20005
A membership in _!he Wilderness Society ($7.50 more or less) brings you
this beautiful full-color magazine quarterly. Earthbeat section is bulletinstyle tidbits; 4 pages of facts. Examples
· follow :
· ,
1) Environmental voting chart rates
House of Re'p resentatives members: $1
to League of Conservation Voters, 324
C Street, S.E., Washington, DC 2000:3.
2) Young Indians wanting to learn craft
. work at Moon Mount~in Indian Wildlife '
Preserve should contact Richard Thorpe,
Mohawk, at 7073 Rogue. River Hwy.,
Grants Pass, OR 97526.
3) Denali Citizens Council formed to
protect Mount McKinley Nat'l Park
and surroundings: P.O. Box 39,
McKinley Park ,- AK 99755.
4) Index to Literature on the American
Indian, $1i/year from Indian Historian
Press, 1451 Masonic Ave., San Francisco, CA 94117 .
5) Five million off-road vehicles are
zooming around the country. "ORV
Monitor" pushes for regulation; $6/y~ar
from 2728 Durant .Ave., Berkeley, CA
94704.

Common Ground

Box 4235
Berkeley, CA 94704
(415). 548-1233
A major source of speakers, music, arid
films on alternatives. They handle Baba
Ram Dass, Cleve Backster, Stewart
Brand, Dick Gregory, Beatrice Trum
Hunter, Bucky Fuller, Laura Huxley,
John 'Lilly, Thelma Moss, Ralph Nader,
Robert Rodale, Anne Kent Rush, Paolo
Soleri, Immanuel Velikovsky ... Free
catalog. Book Production and Promotion in the Arts soon to be released;
write for details.
Continuum Limited
P.O. Box 3218'
Eugene, OR 97403
484-9158
Larry Peterson, after a bout with the
energetics of Oregon state politics, has
settled in Eugene to chart a new ·course.
\

'

One in the Spirit
P.O. Box 286
Eugene, OR 97401
345-9848, Daniel Jud
New "Oregon spirjtual community
journal." Focussed on Eugene-Corvallis
1
.area. 25¢ per issue.

•
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Summit International
Box A
Colorado Springs, CO 80901
(303) 475 -2133
There is a brotherhood of those who
have mastered mind and body (see
Synergy Access, Oct. 1974). They shun
publicity, but now the essence of their
teachings is coming out. One channel is
Elizabeth Clare Prophet , head of Summit. They run a university in Santa Barbara, CA (first level enrollment limited
to 70 students). They are int o reversing
destructive trends in the world through
alchemy (the real thing), and invocation
of a network of higher intelligence. A
synthesis of many ancient techniques.
Their material seems unusual at first ,
but truth is stranger than -fiction.

Neighborhood Assn. Coordinator
Eugene City Hall
777 Pearl, Room 112
Eugene, O R 97401
Eugene .has an ever-growing network of
neighborhood associations. Write for a
map , sample newsletters (published and
, mailed at city expense) and sample bylaws. The City Council passed an ordinance officially recognizing NAs; ask
for a copy of that, too, if your city is
considering doing the same.
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Northwest Alternative Ham Network
c/o Randy Brink
RFD 2 Box 301-B
Port Orchard, WA 98366
(206) 876-3460
Randy has slow-scan TV equipment,
long-time correspondent on Cop MacDonald's New Directions Radio. Con- ·
tact also me, OPEN, Bob Phillips.
Mitt N odacker
Box 8557
Pocatello, ID 83209
Another ham, Mitt is into radio teletype (RTTY), has a n'e wsletter you· can ,
get a sample copy of with a: stamped,
self-addressed envelops.

Free University
Box 2024
Eugene, OR 97401
·
344-5382 ~ Bill & Cindy Wooten
Opens registration for new term periodically ; $3.50 registration.
·
Traffic Engineer
777 Pearl
Euge~e, OR 97401
The Westside Neighborhood experimented wfrh barriers to residential auto
flow -traffic diverters diagonally across
non-arterial intersections. Although
t he neighborhood eventually rejected
t hem, t he Traffic Engineer's "Information Sheet on Traffic Diverters in the
Westside Neighborhood" shows the effect of the barriers on traffic counts on
neighborhood streets and arteries.
Write for co py.

Media & Methods
134 N. 13th. St.
Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215) 564-5170
$9/year (Sept.-May)
Aimed at elementary and secondary
educators, this magazine is a far cry
from overhead projectors and flash
cards . Enough new info on videotape,
film, print catalogs, etc. to be useful to
professionals.
Upcoast Trading
General Delivery
349 W. Georgia St.
Vancouver, BC V6B-3P7
Preparing an illustrated catalog listing
~ypes of boats and waterborne services
they offer. Interested in t aking on passengers for " trips away from the con-·
fusion and chaos of the city ." Send $4
for catalog.
'

Alethia Psycho-Physical Foundation
Box 334
Selma, OR 97538
This group is involved in voluntary
control of internal body states, the human aura, and investigation of the Oregon Vortex. Founder Jack Schwartz
demonstrated his conscious control over
his body in the Menninger Foundation
film Biofeedback by pushing a sailcloth
· needle through his forearm while instru~en ts showed him radiating blissful
alpha waves . No bleeding, no pain, and
he says we· can all learn it.
Theta Seminars
301 Lyon St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
(415) 929-1743
Leonard Orr leads workshops in psychosocial relationships. Uses techniques of
immersion in body-temperature tub to
bring back conscious recall of one's
actual birth experience. Very effective
in making people feel good about themselves and others. Eugene group is Laura
Schepps , 138 W. 17th, Eugene, OR
97401, 344-315 3.

Theosophical Libraries
The Theosophical Society, now 100
years old, was origin.ally a group of
adept clairvoyants banded together to
disseminate the results of their work.
The Theosophical Libraries have ac. cumulated a vast stockpile of literature,
much of it unconnected with the Soci~ty itself. Everything from auras to
zen; the Eugene library alone has more
than 500 books, other branches many
more. Northwest branches are:
Theosophi~al Library
1471 Patterson
Eugene, OR 97401
344-7772, 11-4 T, 5-9 Th, 11-4 Sat
Theosophical Library
2377 N.W. Kearney
Portland, OR 97210
223-6861
Theosophical Society
71 7 Bro,a dway E.
Seattle, WA 98102
(206) 323-4281
TheosophiGal Library
2050 Cypress St.
Vancouver, BC
(604) 738-2944
Open-Northwest Information Network
I was hoping to send you something on
this group, but I seem to have four different addresses for them. I'll keep
working on it.
continued on page 22
1
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continued from page 21

Reality Library
1690 E. 26th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97403
345-5639, Paul Novitski
24-page catalog of magazine articles
and books on every subject (25¢).
Strongest on sexism, mind/body, languages, poetry, fiction/sf. Membership
($1/6 mo.) includes catalog, three bimonthly magazines, and postage both
ways for borrowing books (at library
rate: 6¢.a pound!).
Hippocrates Health Institute
2 5 Exeter St.
Bost<:m, MA 02116
(617) 266-1669, 267-9525
Excellent brochure on sprouting sunflower and other seeds, beans, grains.
Nutritions food in a ·pinch for 15¢ a
day.

MEDIA
continued from page 18
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Well, that's abounhe end of my resources right now. Say, while we're at
this networking biz, how about listing
me? ·
Brian Livingston
1045 Monroe
Eugene, OR 97402
344-8249
Sponsor of the Annuaf Northwest Media
Gathering. Contacts with print, audio,
video and computophiles. New age networking. Sponsor of NW Media Conference. Communitype he·is, soon
working on the 2nd semi-annual Conference on Alternative Futures. Community Sustaining Fund Board membe·r .

An Inventory of Video Equipment and
Materials in Oregon Education
Extension Communications
Oregon State University
Corvallis, 0 R 97 3 31
or
CIR CT
Dekum Bldg. ·
· 519 S.W. 3rd
Portland, OR 97204
Useful guide to equipment in schools;
for educators and others involved in
local video work.

THE INSTRUMENTS
OF THE OR~HESTRA
ARE CHANGING

- - growth
o--o growth
.....:.. growth
- - growth
decline

New Age Mathematics Research Center
734 E. 14th
.
Eugene, OR 97401
686,.0771
Interested in pyramids and other applications of esoteric math.

65 66

q7 68

power tools in Canada
motorcyc les in Cana da
blenders, Jui cers, mixers etc ., in Canada
power lawnmowers in Canada
pianos in Canada

World Soundscape Project
Sonic Research Studio
Communication Studios
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby 2, ~C
I thought this group must exist somewh'ere: the John Cages of the environmental movement. Both the Book of
Noise and Music of the Environment
are refreshing looks at the world of
noises . (Noise is disorderly sound, without purpose). You can always hear
something; what's it doing to you now?
They have other occasional publications
(some focus on Canada), all unique and
useful. Write for pr.i.ce list.

Northwest Media Project
P.O. Box 4093
Portland, OR 97208
(503) 223-0626
Are now working on an Oregon Film/
Video directory; looking for information regarding individuals, equipment,
films, tapes, etc.

~ETWORKS

-)

Observations From the Treadmill
R.F.D. Number 1
Union, ME 04862
$2 per issue. $10/yr. (about 4 issues).
I have a large collection of 1- and 2person-run journals. This one is a personal journal of My as he journeys
around looking at America. (Issue
before last a long visit with Robert
Reines-integrates Life Support Systems-fascinating!) This and a few remaining copies of Synergy Access and
I.F. Stone Weekly I expect to keep.

Comm uni type
454 Willamette
Eugene, OR 97401
687-2556
Not-for-profit typesetting service. 20%
discount for private, non-profit organizations.
There are some resources I wish I had,
primarily in the area of crisis survival.
I'm not obsessed with it, but I think
we're in the calm before the storm.
I'd like to see a booklet on "what to
put in your pack if you can't stay
where you're at." Maybe I'll write such
a th.ing ... just how much-food can be
packed 4way (sproutable seeds ideal?) if
need be. Anyhow, this has been great
fun; why don't we send a pack~t to each
other every month or so?
Yours indelibly,
Brian
(slightly edited version because .we were
.runnin~ entries elsewhere ·in RAIN.

Ganglia
. G.S.L.S.
189 College Ave.
Rutgers Univ.
New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Another among the growing number of
small library journals. Jam packed, .bib- liographic style. Good introduction to
community information centers in May
issue. Free on' request. (We're going to
do a section on library journals in future
issue. Any suggestions?)
Jaybird
P.O. Box 554
Republic, WA 99166
Just before someone pulled down our
stage props at Portland State U. this
package of ex-computer cards arrived,
recycled by Joe Barreca and Bob Wallace as information trading cards. "In
order to get it off the ground, Jaybird
is sponsoring an inform_ation barter
system. We will exchange 10 cards for
1 card worth of information for the
common deck." Jaybird has, 'as far as
we know, the most complete information on food coo'peratives, distribut'ors,
truckers , mail order food (and related)
businesses in the northwest.
Project Synergy
P.O. Box A-H
Stanford, CA 94305
Been around .for several years. Their
directory of individuals at the 197 3
west coast conference is still one of the
best indexed catalogues around. They
were, awhile back, planning a mobile
demonstration of low impact -technology. no workshops, etc. for reshaping
professions, and other employment rethinking things. (Rumor is they may be
moving to Ashland, Oregon .)
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Resources
Box 134
Harvard Square
Cambi:idge, MA 02138
A galloping range of entries, snipits,
pieces and bits useful and often curious.
Richard selects from God knows what
12 times a year about 6 pages of access
nodes., on employment, computers, hang
gliding, lead paint poisoning. "Reducing
the Need for Travel," ($5 from : Ntl.
Technical Information Service , 5285
Port Royal Rd ., Springfield, VA .22.15 l)
... avocados, adult learning exchanges,
the Assassination Information Bureau
(63 Inman St., Cambridge, MA 02q9)
... Resources also prepares mailing
lists, like: People's Booksellers Pro:
gressive Bookstore List ($7); The COS
MEP list of 3 50 libraries and qookstores
that purchase alternative press publications ($5); Alternative America, 5000
alternative lifestyle organizations ($50) .
·write for details on computer list vs.
'o ther methods, etc. ·(also the many
special lists also available).

€ueuc INTEResi)
American Revolution Bicentennial Co.
of Oregon
P.O. Box 1399
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 229-4805
'
In -O regon is organized on the local ·
level with a committee in each of the
36 counties and two confederated
Indian trj bes. Each county and Indian
reservation develops its own program
of bicentennial .activities and submits
this program to us for approval and
official recognition. One of the Multnomah County activities is the development and maintenance of the Oaks
Bottom area into a wildlife sanctuary '
with work being done in conjunction
with youth agencies and the Audubon
Society.. Also in the environmental
areas : the Nature Conservancy Inventory of Natural Areas has been endorsed by the Bicentennial Commissi.o n
Las well as the Portland Zoo's natural
habitat/wildlife project. (Pam Kenn~dy,
for the commission)
For information 'regarding grants
and projects funded, etc. contact the
Portland office.

Information Resources for Public
Interest
Public Interest Organizations
1875 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Suite 1013
Washington, DC 20009
Enlarged new edition , with over 3,000
groups; 3 ,000 individuals engaged in an
incredible variety of public interest
action and research .
Environmeri tal Information Center
P.O. Box 12
Helena, MT 59601
Here is a good resource action group
for contact in Montana area; enviro.nmental legi'slation focus; along with
Northern Resources .Council, Hi ·
Country News and AERO, creates
a rounded base of information for
Northern Plains & Rockies. (Have a
nice newsletter)
People's Bicentennial Commission
1346 Conl)ecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
A good alternative to some of the more
. commercialized (Freedom toothpaste)
ways of celebrating the nation's 200th
birthday. They're trying to encourage
local celebrations relating to local problems and opportunities. Send for an
- excellent idea packet (which relates to
a lot more than the Bicentennial), for
$7. Includes subscription to newsletter,
Common Sense.
Oregon Wilderness Coalition
P.O. Box 3066
Eugene, OR 97403
· They seem to keep on top of the many
problems facing wild areas in .Oregon.
Their newsletter is the best way to find
out about hea.rings and environmental
impact statement submissions affecting
Oregon wildernesses. $25 membership.

€ECYCLING

Center for Community Ec~onomic
Development ·
1878 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140 ·
CCED is a research group which acts as
an advocate, clearinghouse and information source for social and economic
problems (so says their brochure). They
work primarily with Community.Development Centers (CDC's) and are
furi.dt::d by the Community Services
Admin. The July-August issue of their
newsletter was very informative about
legislation and funding affecting communities and the goings-on ·of various·
CDC's all over the country . Excellent ,
article on a conference on Alternative
Public Policies where all the hip elected
officials like Sam Brown (anti-war ac- ,
ti vi st elected ·treasurer of Colorado) and
Justin Ravi ts (tµe -Marxist judge in
Detroit) shared ideas and experiences·.Lots of ideas to be explored. Write for
the CCED publications list.

Eagle Kashaya
American Ecology Fund
Box 14
Occidental, CA 95465
A big jump in industrial waste recyc;ling
efforts is underway in the San Francisco
Bay area, organized by Eagle Kashaya,
a former market analyst from NYC who
has dropped out/in to Cali'fornia, where
he approaches indttst~ies with plans on
how to recycle their wastes. He has ·been
able to reduce several companies' waste
disposal costs by 25-50%, while making
their by-products available to fill others'
needs. For example, 300 of the best
mirrors you will ever see are thrown
away every day by a firm that makes
high quali-ty mirrors for xerography
because finding a market for their
"rejects" would be too difficult for
them, not knowing who might need
the mirrors.
continued on page 26
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Good
The Goodfellow Catalog of Wonderful
Things and The Good/el/ow Newsletter
P.O. Box 4520
.
Berkeley, CA 94704
The catalog is a lovely book; the.crafts
look loved and individual (though I've
had no experience ordering). Prices surely comparable to other handcrafted
items.
The newsletter is designed
to keep people up .o n other craft news
around the country, fairs and shows,
especially in Califor'n ia, but also national. Letters, book reviews, craft grants.
$4.50 a year.
·
~,:.;. ~
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Turtle Island, Gary Snyder, $1.95,
New Directions, 1974.
If poetry usually feels like a Machine
Design magazine to you, try picking up
Turtle Island.
The rising hills, .the slopes,
of statistics
Lie before us.
the steep climb
of everything, going
up, as we all
·
go down .
In the next century
or the one beyond that
they say,
· are valleys, & pastures,
we can meet there in peace
if we make it.
To climb these coming creses
one word to ycrn, to
you and your children:
stay together
learn the flowers
go light

. Almost artless . No fat or white wash.
Careful and exact. Includes a revision
of the Four Changes; commentary on
"Energy is Eternal Delight;" ·even,?- page
of facts: "A modern nation needs 13 ·
basic industrial raw materials. By A.O.
2000 the U.S. will be import-dependent
on all but phosphor_ous." North Pacific
· Rim (and/or Ecotopian) consciousnes~.

Mental Maps, Peter Gould, Rodney
White, Pelican Books, $2.95.
I heard once about a woman who moved
to Oregon based on a viewmaster slide
· of Crater Lake (which was re~ently polluted) when she was 8-10 years old. Try
it sometime: ask people what areas
they'd like to live in and why.
"When you were a child, perhaps you
read Beatrix Potter's The Tale of .Johnny
Town Mouse, that delightful juxtaposition of the suave and knowledgeable
city mouse and his simple country cousin, Willie. After an exchange of visits,
both decide that.their own landscape is
infinitely preferable to the other's, and
there are many people who feel exactly
the same way."
I imagine that a lot of the 25% of the
nation's energy consumption is from
people wanting to be there rather than
here, or here rather than there. "We are
slowly realizing that 'people's perception of places is one of the things we
must consider as we try ·t o understand
the pattern of man's work on the face
of the earth.''
Men~al Maps is a report on studies
done in England, the U.S. and elsewhere on how people perceive parts of
the world, especially those the y have
only just heard about.
1

The Brain Revolution, by Marilyn Ferguson, Bantam Books, $2 .2 5.
Two or three years ago, Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain startled
some and assured others that there was
indeed a way to "prove" that there' were
entire lost or subjected ·provinces in the
mind. The Brain Revolution picks up
where that leaves off and takes us into·
the heartland of the American Academic
world and reveals an astounding variety
of psychic research being carried out.
.
"James Olds found that hungry rats were
deterred from obtaining food if they had to
cross a grid giving off 60 microamperes of
electricity. To obtain brain stimulation, on
the other hand, rats have crossed grids charged
with 450 microamperes,
"Scientists can cancel the effects of earth's
own field to create what they call a null field.
Such an environment has ~trange effects on
human beiqgs. For .example, ordinarily one
sees moving pictures as separate-that is,
flickering - until they' reach the rate of twent'y
per second. The flicker fusion rate in a null
magnetic field is ten per second. In other
words, there is a loss of precision in our visual
perception when we are denied earth's weak
magnetic field. In mice, the null field causes
premature deaths, aging, inactivity, cannibalism of the newborn.
"Deja vu is the eerie, overpowering sen~ation that a current event has som'e hdw happened before and in precisely the same way.
. .. brain stimulation (can) achieve a similar
e(fect. Only half a second's stimulatiol) in
the hippocampus and amygdala produce deja
vu. Jose Delgado of Yale noticed that patients stimulated in a certain region would
listen to the subsequent exchange between
themselves and the doctor with an air of
amusement and bewilderment. 'But this has
· all h;ipp~ned before. I knew what you were
going to say before you said it.'"

A very su~cinct, dense style with
good bibliography .
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Things
Madness Network News Reader, ed. by
Shirley Hirsch, Joe Kennedy Adams, et
al, Glide Publications, $5.95.
An intense collection of poems, essays
and letters by former inmates, doctors
and others on the politics of being crazy.
Excellent article by Dr. Caligari on
drugs used in treatment. Highly political
and full of righteous anger, yet warm
with a healthy sense of humor.
Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, by Anne Dillard, $1.95, Bantam Books, Inc.
With both this and Lives of a Cell, by
Lewis Thomas, I've heard about someone having bought 8 or 9 copies to give
out to their closest friends. It is a kind
of journal of days spent at Tinker Creek.
A new and woman Thoreau? Kind of,
but I think Thoreau comes out a slow
second.
"I had read that spiders lay their major
straight lines with fluid that isn't sticky, and
then lay a non-sticky spiral. Then they walk
along that safe road and lay a sticky spiral
going the other way . It seems to be very much
a matter of concentration. The spider I
watched was a matter of mystery: she seemed
to be scrambling up, down and across the air.
There was a small white mass of silk visible at
the center of the orb, and she returned to this
hub after each frenzied foray between air and
air. It was a sort of Tinker Creek to her, from
which she bore lightly in every direction an
invisible news. She had a nice ability to make
hairpin turns at the most acute angles in the
air, all at topmost speed. I understand that
you can lure an orb weaver spider, if you
want one, by vibrating or twirling a blade of
grass against the web, as a flying insect would
struggle if caught. This little ruse has never
worked for me; I need a tuning fork. I leave
the webs on the bushes bristling with grass."

As a friend remarked, "she sure makes
a lot out of things." There's a kind of
hit and miss, sense of chance taking
abandon to Tinker Creek. Lots of gasps
and sudden soarings back in time, out
to space and back down to: "In the top
inch of forest soil, biologists found 'an
average of 1,3 5 6 living creatures present
in each square foot, including 865 mites,
265 springtails, 22 millipeds, 19 adult
beetles and various numbers of 12 other
forms .... '"
Especially the chapter on fecundity is
good for those people who, even though
they may feel guilty about it, really are
kind of repulsed by nature (vs. garbage
cans, shelves, files, toilets, hospitals,
manners).

Mind in the Waters: A Book to Celebrate the Consciousness of Whales and
Dolphins, edited by Joan Mcintyre
(Scribner's Sons/Sierra Club Books,
1974; 240 pages, $14.95. All royalties
go to Project Jonah).
The greater impact a book-or event,
work of art, whatever-has on the consciousness, the harder it is to describe
it. I almost want to shout: "Read this
book!"
Mind in the Waters is a book with
palpable texture: the juxtaposition of
examples of the best human consciousness has to offer-art, science, our own
sense of history-presents the reader
with a multi-dimensional framework
with which to approach Cetacean consciousness. It reminds us that-at our
best-we are creatures who think, who
play, who grieve, who create, and who
care for our own kind and others.
So do the Cetaceans, the whales and
porpoises whose world is so alien to
ours that even attempting to conceive
of their consciousness is to be thrown
with wonder and awe up against our
own ignorance.
It always comes as something of a
shock to realize how little in fact we
do know. We, who can seed the clouds
and reach the moon, cannot fathom the
sea's mysteries. Reading Mind in the
Waters is a humbling experience.
The table of contents offers a tantalizing view of the book's scope. Side
by side, without hierarchy, without
condenscension, we find: D.H. Lawrence, "Whales Weep Not;" Farley
Mowat, "The Trapped Whale;" the
Eskimo poem, "Magic Words;" Charles

Doria, "The Dolphin Rider;" Sterling
Bunnell, "The Evolution of Cetacean
Consciousness;" John Lilly, "A Feeling
of Weirdness;" Myron Jacobs, "The
Whale Brain: Input and Behavior;"
Peter Morgane, "The Whale Brain :
The Anat~mical Basis of Intelligence;"
Larry Foster, "The Whale Object," a
portfolio of drawings; Paule Barton,
"Going Out to Meet the Moon Whales;"
W.S. Merwin, "For a Coming Extinction;" Peter Warshall, "The Ways of
Whales;" Pablo Neruda, "Leviathan;"
John Sutphen, "Body State Communication Among Cetaceans;" Gregory
Bateson, "Observations of a Cetacean
Community;" Michael McClure, "For
the Death of 100 Whales;" Paul Spong,
"The Whale Show;" a Kwakiutl poem,
"Prayer of a Man Who Found a Dead
Killer Whale;" Malcolm Brenner, "Say
Rooo-beee! ;"William Curtsinger, "Love
Swim;" St::ott McVay, "One Strand in
the Rope of Concern;" Victor Scheffer,
"The Case for a World Moratorium on
Whaling;" and Lee Talbot, "The Great
Whales and the International Whaling
Commission." Add to this both extensive marginalia and seven pieces by
Editor Joan Mcintyre (founder of
Project Jonah) and you get some idea
of what Mind in the Waters is all about.
There should be surprises for everyone, depending on where they're starting from . I found "The Dolphin Rider"
by classicist Charles Doria perfectly
astonishing in its blend of scholarship,
humor, etymological insight and the
breathtaking simplicity of his translations. (Catherine Johnson)
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Continued

"Of Human Waste & Human Folly,"
by Jeff Stansbury, The Living Wilderness, Spring 1974.
Not a new article, but still apropossubtitled "Did God make streams and
lakes for sewage discharge?" Talks about
recycling of municipal sewage sludge
on fields with excellent examples, data,
historical information. Worth digging
out.

"Who Takes Out the Garbage in D.C.?"
and "A Prospectus for a Self-Sustaining
Neighborhood-Centered Community
Development Corporation for Collection and Recycling of Household,
Apartment and Business Waste," by
Neil Seidman, Co-Director
Institute for Local Self-Reliance
1717 18th Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20009
The first paper is a good overview of
waste and recycling with local and
national statistics. The second is a
specific proposal for a collection and
recycling system in the Mt. PleasantAdams-Morgan Area of D.C.-including
cost estimates. No price given for either,
but they are 12 and 9 pages, respectively, so Xerox costs and large SASE
would probably help them out.

Solid Waste Management (available
information materials)
U.S. EPA
Ntl. Environ. Research Center
Cincinnati, OH 45268
An extensive list of publications available on solid waste management. Papers
produced by EPA as well as other
agencies.
Three other recycling newsletters which
look good:

Garbage Guide
Environmental Action Foundation
Solid Waste Project
Dupont Circle Bldg., Suite 724
Washington, DC 20036

Oregon's Bottle Bill
Oregon Environmental Council
2637 S.W. Water
Portland, OR 97201
$2.50/copy (bulk rates available).
There've been countless articles and
contradictory reports. This booklet is
compiled by one of the persons most
responsible for the bill; though rather
oddly designed , looks like the last word ,
and as the Plaid Pantry (a minute market
chain) billboards announce, "it does
work."

The Wastebin
P.O. Box 14012
Portland, OR 97214
A new "interactive newsletter about
practical recycling"-the first issue
includes details on the Ore Plan, including drawings of the hand-pushed cart
with bins for different kinds of materials. At least 2 more issues are
planned. Send a self-addressed, stamped
(26</.) envelope for each issue.

The Waste Paper
Solid Waste Management Resource
Recovery Workshop
Northcoast Environmental Center
640 10th St.
Arcata, CA 95521
Recycling Information Office Bulletin
Dept. of Environmental Quality
1234 S.W. Morrison
Portland, OR 97205
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Hello,
I'm sorry it has taken me so long
to return these. I had a few problems
to work out first .
The reason these were taken to begin
with is because they're beautiful in
themselves. The house was such a mess
I honestly didn't think anyone would
move in and try to repair anything. But
you have and are working hard and it
looks wonderful.
So here we have your long lost and
loved doorknobs .
(found at our front door in sack of
doorknobs)
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TOUCH

and
GO
September east winds bring some of the
clearest skies to Portland, though sometimes slash burning east of here brings
an odd haze which ambers things. The
wind comes in and parts the hair of the
city the wrong way; most of the year
the winds come from the southeast. It
feels very dry; the dust jacket of the
Oregon desert looking in on the usually
·cool evergreen forests. Firelike and kidlike exuberance in the wind; kites and
newspapers go nuts.
BILL GABRIEL runs the cosmic auto
repair in Sweet Home, Oregon; he also
operates a kind of "switchboard," according to Bill Thomas in a Capital
journal article. He operates out of his
garage his own social agency: "taking
calls for the people in the area without
phones, running a casual sort of employment agency, finding places for
people to live." Bill Thomas goes on to
describe others in the area, like Bill and
Cindy Wooten in Eugene and Jack
Eyerly in Portland, who run their own
information and referral operations.
Thomas concludes: "by using our skills
and talents to help our neighbors, we
will not only be reducing the dependency upon governmental programs, we will
be fostering the positive aspects of
inter-dependency among people, more
community and national self-awareness
and our own personal growth." ...
TALL GRACEFUL MEN who are seen
only for seconds. Ringing bells in the
middle of the forest. Seasoned climbers
who were foicibly turned back from
their climbs by impassible energy barriers. The city of Mt. Shasta, California,
where there are more religions per capita and per square mile than any other
piece of real estate on earth .... THIS
WAS YOUR LIFE was sent to us from
Chick Publications. How did that happen? . . . "I HAVE FOUND HENNY
PENNY, Cocky Locky, Goosey Poosey,
Ducky Daddies and Turkey Lurkey, but
not a sign of Chicken Little, except for
one obscure reference under Henny
Penny's name. It appears Henny Penny
was d.b.a. (doing business as) Chicken
Little at one time." - Joseph Alioto, San
Francisco mayor. ... THE SOUNDSCAPE people (see elsewhere in this
issue) have suggested an FM radio ser-

vice that would listen in rather than
broadcast from a remote area so we
could listen to the sounds of wilderness
without having to go there .... SUGAR
BEETS in Oregon showed the largest
single crop acreage increase in 197 5.
Five times or more than others ....
GLEN T. SEABORG, former chairperson of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, has predicted that by the
1990s America will be a recycle society.
... AVERAGE U.S. HOUSEHOLD
SIZE dropped below 3 persons in 1974
for the first time in history . .... CAPTAIN COMPOST and the Eco Freaks
recently climbed the "Before Handel"
sculpture on the Huxley College campus .... AUG. 15: East West journal
interview with Sheila Ostrander and
Lynn Schroeder, authors of Psychic
Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain.
. .. "THE GREATEST THREAT to the
environmental movement is the environmental movement itself. Over the past
several years, it has fallen into the hands
of a small, arrogan't faction which is
dedicated to bringing our society to a
halt . I call this faction the Prophets of
Shortage . They are the anti-producers,
the anti-achievers. The doctrine they
preach is that of scarcity and selfdenial.-Don Hodel, Bonneville Power
Administration, quoted in Western
Aluminum News . ... HARPER'S
WEEKLY did some experiments with
pyramids, having some success growing
bean sprouts, which grew better in the
pyramid than in the "control" box.
They are looking to publish results of
any other research done by folks. 2
Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

... TASHIRE HARDWARE CO. (109
Prefontaine Place, Seattle, WA 98104)
sells Japanese tools . Send for catalog.
There is a real zen and the art of tool
loving salesman there, who more or
less told us how to sharpen a plane by
clearing our heads . ... MISSING is a
nationwide magazine about missing
persons, like teenagers and D.B. Cooper.
... CAPTAIN JACK is building a spacecraft in the hills southwest of Portland
and calling it his home. "I was born on
Saturn, but our family got kicked off
the planet because my dad was fired
from his job. We went off to Mars , but
it was horrible there, so bushy and no
social life. One night I was out with my
chick and we ran out of gas. The gravitational pull brought me down to earth
and every since I've been trying to figure
out how to get back. "Instead of food,
Captain Jack said, he drinks what he
calls "motor cola," and needs only one
bottle of this a day to sustain himself.
... IN SWEDEN a plant is being built
to process 8 ,000 tons of chicken fe athers
into 3,000 tons of protein . . .. POST
ALASKA PIPELINE rents in Fairbanks :
cabin, no running water, $300/month ;
3 bedroom apartment, $600/month plus
electricity; 1 bedroom apartment, $400
including utilities . ... RODALE PRESS
conducted a modest experiment. For
one month, toilet paper rolls used in
the main building of Rodale Press were
trimmed by 1/2 inch in the print shop .
Unsuspecting employees went through
just about the same number of rolls as
before, using 11 % less paper without
even knowing it. Trivial? The savings
translates into over 2-1/2 million trees,
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Rush
TERRA ONE is an experimental home
being built at the Oregon Museum of
Science & Industry, utilizing various
energy conserving techniques (solar
heated, etc.) . Major participants are
OMSI, Pacific Power & Light, Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill. ... DENNIS Livingston sent us a good bibliography on
"positive alternative futures;" having
all the touchstones I'm familiar with
and then some. Good listing for environmental teachers and others. Send
$1 to him at Department of History,
Renssalear Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
NY 12181. ... CLIFF Cox, one of the
founding members of Nomadic Ti pi
Makers , now makes sails in Olympia;
also still makes Sioux tipis, Deschutes
tipis for stoves. Cliff Cox, Sailmaker,
Rt. 14, Box 510, Oyster Bay Rd.,
Olympia, WA 98502 .. . . THE Women's
Art Center (2700 19th at York, San
Francisco, CA 94110) is putting together an environmental piece and is
looking for works from women around
the country .... THE Idaho Study
Group (P.O. Box 8482, Moscow, ID
83843) has been formed to do research
into the power structure of Idaho ....
THE United Nations' new center in
Nairobi , Kenya , may provide on-site
tests of "now exotic" technologiesmethane generation, discouraging private auto , wind-generated power, etc .
... THE International Association for
Education, Development and Distribution of Lesser Known Food Plants and
Trees is working toward the public
understanding and utilization of now
little used plants . Which sounds interesting, but they left off their address?
.. . GUIDE for Prospective Water Well
Owners, Dept. of Ecology , St. Martins
College, Olympia, WA 98504 .... THE
Sacramento County office of education
produces a jam-packed newsletter, lots
of environmental news and resources,
some northern California focus. J. Martin Webber , editor, Science Activities
Newsletter, 6011 Folsom Blvd., Sacramento, CA 95819 .. . . FUTURES Lab
(Box 120, Annex Station, Providence,
RI 02901) has announced it is working
on "World Models," an introduction to
the state of the art ... . TROJAN (the
condom makers) are advertising their
products on KNTV in San Jose. One ad
shows a young cou pie running on the
beach with the quotation, "To everything there is a season, and a time to
every purpose under heaven .... THE
Environmental Education Association

of Oregon (P.O . Box 5484, Eugene, OR
97 405) sponsored a statewide in-service
program on Oct. 10-11, the first major
activity of this newly-formed coalition.
. .. A REPORT by the census bureau
made public last December said that
from March 1970 to March 1974 an
estimated 5.9 million persons moved out
of metropolitan areas, while 4.1 million
moved in, a net loss of 1.8 million; although some of the rural growth is just
the outer extremes of metropolitan
growth, some is growth of small towns
far away from large cities .... CO-OP
Contacts is still plugging along, now
about 10 pages, 50 people per issue
making contact, 9305 S.W. 12th Drive ,
Portland, OR 97219 . . .. THE Compendium of Current Environmental Studies
in Puget Sound and Northwest Estuarine
Waters and a bathymetric map of the
continental shelf and slope off the
Washington coast are both available
from: Oceanographic Institute of Washington, 312 1st Ave ., N. Seattle , WA
98109 . $16 for the compendium and
$4.95 for the map .... THE City of
Portland decided that the off ice of information coordination was dispensible,
so left Molly Weinstein who had helped
people weave their way through names,
offices, files, figures, and produced that
fine guide we reprinted in Nov. 1974
RAIN. .. . THE Upland Hills Farm
(481 Lake George Rd., Oxford, MI
48051, 30 mi. north of Detroit, offered
workshops this summer in solar, wind,
methane . . .. THE Washington State
Energy Office has opened another office
at the Institute for Environmental Studies , 112 Sieg Hall , U. of Washington,
Ed Sheets, staff person, 543-7749 ....

KARL Hess has left Community Technology to live on a farm in West Virginia .. . . WASHINGTON University is
studying the relationship of the quality
of city air and soil and the quality of
city grown food. Environmental Re-

sponse, Box 1124, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 23130 (Environmental Action Bulletin) .... HEARD
on radio : a forest ranger recently found
some people with a jeep in a wilderness
area where no vehicles are allowed. He
made them get out without the use of
their motor and was fining them for
each day they were in ; when last heard
from the vehicle was stuck in the mud
and they had sent for mules to pull
them out .... BYRON Kennard informed us of the success of the conference on smallness held this summer in
New York; especially that the example
part of the conference was instructive.
Carl Pope with Sierra Club is working
on a west coast version .. . . THE Environmentalists for Full Employment,
seeking to promote job creation in
areas that will benefit and improve the
environment, is recently established,
working closely with the Center for
Growth Alternatives and the National
Council for the Public Assessment of
Technology, 1785 Massachusetts Ave.
N.W., Washington, DC 20036 ....
WEKSLER Instruments, 80 Mill Road,
Freeport, NY 11520, makes a good line
of thermometers useful in tweaking a
solar hot water thermsiphon system
toward the best possible performance.
... TRAILWA YS has a special bus rate
on round trip tickets for card-carrying
unemployed . . .. THE Living Learning
Center at Southern Oregon College has
lost its funding, but some of the students
have managed to continue their special
form of studies and maintenance of the
organic gardening area, and handling
of natural foods distribution on campus.
. . . LOW-Impact Technology has
changed its name to Conservation Tools
& Technology, P.O. Box 134, Kingston,
Surrey, KT2 6PR, U.K. Membership
in CT&T includes a subscription to the
quarterly illustrated newsletter, Alter- .,
native Energy Sources. Ask for their
catalog of conservation tools ... . THE
Index to Alternatives, Vol. 3 & 4, is
now out in Alternative, Vol. 4, No . 4 .
Send $1 to Alternatives, Traill College,
Trent University, Peterborough, Ontario , Canada ... . A neat map: Population Distribution, Urban & Rural, in the
U.S., 1970. Stock No. 0324-0024 from
Asst. Public Printer, Gov't. Printing
Office , Washington, DC 20402. Unbelievably beautiful pattern of white
towns and cities on a deep blue background like stars in a clear night sky.
Perfect desk top size.
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BULLETIN
BOARD
Blackbird
2648 Stuart Street
Berkeley, CA 94705
Dear Rainpeople: Some of us here are
working on creating a bio-centennial
road show, a combination of news and
music from the standpoint of natural
rather than national history. We expect
to be working on bookings for the show
in a couple of months. P.S. Enclosing a
poster ("Living Creatures," spontaneous
ceremonials, music from the rapture
circuit, 609 p.m., Malvina Coffee House,
Union St. near Grant in North Beach).
We did an all-night solstice ceremony
recently and now are doing an earth
environmental news and music show
at United State Cafe in S.F.
Arrakis Propane Conversions
Rt. 2, Box 96C
Leslie, AK 72645
We're the only outfit I know devoted
to making it possible for earth-minded
folk to convert their own vehicles to
propane at the least possible cost, saving money on fuel and maintenance
costs, while reducing pollution 70%.
We're homesteaders, and so far as I
know, the only place in the country
where people can get any conversion
equipment at discount, together with
do-it-yourself instructions. Formally:
Point Arena Volkswagen or Arrakis
Volkswagen. (Jerry Friedberg)

enters the atmosphere and reaches the
ozone layer where it could react in the
following manner:
HCC1 3 .. uv HCC1 2e
Cle + 0 3 + 02 + Cle
When one realizes the amount of chlorine used for water treatment, the amount
of freon -type aerosol propellants used
to date becomes almost insignificant by
comparison.
Chlorination of municipal drinking water was
also the primary cause of the crippling epidemics of polio in the '40s and '50s. The vast
sums spent on the development of polio vaccines were spent purely because chlorination
of drinking water prevented people from
contracting a very mild form of polio previously universal in early childhood, which
provided their bodies with antibodies that
prevented their being stricken later by the
dangerous form of polio.
Chlorination of water-like all our violent, and in the long run ineffective and dangerous means of dealing with other endemic
life forms-also has proven to be merely a
means of speeding the evolution of more
resistant and dangerous varieties of the disease vectors they attempt to control. To a
point you can play ping-pong with larger and
larger doses of drugs and chemicals against
more and more resistant bugs, but such games
forget that our bodies are innocent bystanders that don't evolve that fast and are
the recipients of ever more violent and dangerous diseases and drugs .
the not-toolong run the odds are also that the winner of
the ping-pong game will be the bugs, as the resources we can devote to such games-like
all our games-are becoming more and more
limited, and we are reaching the levels of
toxicity that our bodies can stand .
There's really no lazy-man's shortcut to
doing things properly . All we really have to
do is keep our water sources clean and stop
dumping our sewage into them (which we
ought not do anyhow)!

In

(T.B.)
Chlorination and Ozone Depletion
Not Man Apart Letter, Sept. 1975
Herbert Schwartz, Ph.D.
Vineland, NJ
Dear Editor: Although aerosol propellants are being blamed for damage to the
ozone layer, I feel that greater blame
should be placed on chloroform. Chloroform is produced by the haloform reaction in waste and drinking water by
chlorination according to the following
equations:
Cl2 + H20 t HCL + HOCl
3HOC1 + CH 3 COR + RCOOH + 2H20
+ HCCl3
The volatile chloroform thus produced

Small leaks
Small leaks add up to big losses.
The surest way to pre vent th e
loss or water or other liqu id commodity is to stop leaks.

~

~
~

As fig ures here s how, th e cumulative effect or even small leaks
can add up to large volumes :

in an hour=
in a day =
in a week =
in a month =

6 ounces

drop breaking
to a stream

in an hour
in a day
in a week
in a month

=
=
=
=

1 gallon
24 gallons
147 gallons
588 gallons

1/ 8" stream

in an hour
in a day
in a week
in a month

=
=
:::
=

11 gallons
260 gallons
1,512 gallons
6,636 gallons

one drop
per second

1 gal. & 1 p1n1
8 gallons
34 gallons

I think this would be good to put in
RAIN. (Ken Smith)

Learning About the Built Environment
National Association of Elementary
School Principals
1801 N. Moore St.
Arlington, VA 22209
$3.00
The educational facilities laboratory has
put together this source book in environmental education for elementary and
secondary levels. It's hard to imagine
anyone active in the field not being
aware of most of these resources (books,
organizations, films & games) , but if
you 're new to the subject you'll probably find it helpful.

Andy Uehara
Heliotrope Natural Foods
2060 Market N.E.
Salem, OR 97301
I'd like to participate in a conference/
dialogue with other people involved in
small business alternatives/cooperatives.
Also we're interested in setting up an
alternative power demonstration involving the store, i.e., running one of the
store's lighting or refrigeration systems
via solar power, etc. We need info or a
resource person who can tell us what's
feasible, what technology is available ,
cost estimates, etc .
Will King
NW Regional Foundation
Have you seen John Brainerd 's Working
With Nature: A Practical Guide? One of
the most delightful books I've seen in
years. For the steward/user of the earth
and its bounties, on macro and micro
scale. Ecologically maximizing ways to
do cross-fauna, build homemade mulverts for home and trail, and much
more. Praise be to Brainerd. Excellent
589 item bibliography and beautiful
index.
continued on page 30
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contin ued fro m page 29
Jon Schwart z
10 30 N.W. Roanoke, Apt. 2-6
Bend, OR 97701
I want to let you know about a new
cen t ral Orego n journal called White
Mountain Mirro r. I am literary editor
and have high hopes for it. A kind of
ge neral audience thing, with an environmental, whole systems approach. Plan
is for t ri-weekly schedule.

Slim (Th urman) L. Reynolds
Sumerian (World Improvement
Assoc.)
I am sending a rough drawing of tunneltype tachai hom es for the future. Do
you know of an architect or group of
young architects that would work at
develo ping new communities and variatio ns of apartments and homes based
on the si mpl e tunnel. I would like to
supervise a chain of health ranches to
get peo ple into the physical improvement of t heir health and their environment. If you know someone or some
group that would finance one or would
wis h to t urn th eir ranch into a do-ityourself health ranch based on Dr. Bernard Jensen 's Hidden Valley Ranch at
Escondido, CA, pl ease let me know .

Hog Farm, Pacific High School
12100 Skyline Blvd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Hi. We're hopi ng you folks might have
some useful information for us. We
would like not just technical data and
filter, b ut literary material relating to
an enlightened relationship between
man and environment. The Daily
Planet is a guid e providing information
about t his journey , the next revolution

around the sun : March 21, 197 6 to
March 22, 1977. We need any information you have that would make this
trip easier, more enlightening, or more
fun.

Richard Miller, PhD, caretaker
Wilbur Hot Springs
·
Via Williams, CA 95987
Wilbur is an old curing spa which I began restoring 3-1/2 years ago-we are on
the path towards being a holistic ecocommunity , a therapeutic milieu which
in and of itself is nourishing enough for
people to "cure" themselves without
the great expense of professional intervention. For those who want or need
such professional consultation for
training/treatment, we also offer residential programs (gestalt, yoga , love
and humor, country living). We hope
and work towards using the hot waters
for heating, refrigeration and someday
air conditioning. Areas we need technical info on are: toilets w/o plumbing,
low cost housing , real scoop on methane
bio-digesting.

J.R. DeWeese
Lake Cowichan Information Service
General Delivery
Youbou, BC VOR 3EO
Dear RAIN: Thanks for the piles of ecoengineering newsletters and related documents , which I have sent along to various rural outposts via the regional library
bookmobile and by mailing selected bits
to various friends .. . . All of the original
Vancouver Free University "People's
Engineering Group" now live at some
distance from each other and are involved in distinctly separate trips ...
such as house and boat building with
alternative energy, playing a very quaternary role; we all still keep files on the
current state of the art, but no one is
building anything (though one of the
boat builders sharpens his chisel and
plane blades on a functioning pelton
no 1 motor/grinder) .... I see that
credit union banking and co-op food
stores are surfacing in your area, and,

as these are weil-established organizations with the trade union movement
in western Canada, I may be able to
provide you with some useful material
from these areas or from the new
consumer protection act or farm supports and the land lease program . ... I
will be happy to supply more details if
any of this looks to be of any use to
you and your readers .... I have an unopened publication from the People's
Republic of China which I think shows
their Pearl River Tide generator complex, which irrigates fields by day and
makes electricity for the town lights by
night . ... Government-run car insurance;
$100 a year malpractice policies of doctors from the fed. gov. or whatever.
Keep in touch.

Steve Mitchell
513 Longfellow Ave.
Hermosa Beach, CA 902 54
Dear RAIN: A while back I wrote someone who had constructed a bicyclegear-driven blender that could do 10,
000 rpms. Well, we were thinking of
possibly putting this together with a
pump to help aerate a fish pond. Alas,
the info never arrived, and I can't find
the source. So, have you heard of this
and know where the people can be contacted? Thank you.
Alan Garten
c/o Food Action Council
P.O. Box 1255
Eugene, OR 97401
We're focusing our attention now on the
harvest faire, scheduled for Sept. 27.
We'll have a free harvest feast and a
natural foods bake-off, plus demonstrations on herbal healing, methane energy,
heating with wood, bee-keeping, wild
foods , food preservation, a bicyclepowered blender, cider press, square
dancing, and who knows what else.

Sept/Oct 197 5

Binda Colebrook
141 Euclid
Seattle, WA 98122
I am organizer for PCC's winter gardening project. We are trying to build a
body of information to ascertain the
production possibilities of winter
crops in the Puget Sound area. The
project will run through the spring of
'77, hopefully culminating in the publicity of our findings.
Ken Bossong, co-editor
People & Energy
1779 Church St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20036
The Center for Science in the Public
Interest is presently trying to compile
a listing of citizen groups that have
undertaken energy conservation programs-i.e ., programs in which the group
itself is directly coordinating an energy
conservation campaign or else programs
in which the groups directly influenced
actions by state or local governments
to institute energy conservation efforts.
If you know of any groups that are so
involved in energy conservation programs, I would appreciate hearing about
them.
Tom Bender, E.E.L.
Systems Communicator and
Synapse Snapper
Mr. Steve Johnson: R .M. (Rainmaker):
A synapse lapse was noticed in the
latest RAIN piece on place: Wendell
Berry, The Long Legged House , is basic
and inexcusably absent. His The Memory of Old jack is also good, but only
J.B. Jackson's Landscapes is a collection of his writings from Landscape
magazine-no longer printed but a

goldmine of Place. Also: Van Eyclk's
writings in Team 10 Primer are cosmicly perceptive. Dorothy Lee's Freedom
& Culture also has some rather good
things. And, of course, The Environmental Design Primer. If you can stand
more, overturn. And lastly, a note on
the future of humanity: When you are
finally Independent Rain Makers, you
can handle your own financial affairs
and have printed your own, personalized,
Rainchecks. Mildewy yours, Tom Bender,
E.E.L. Systems Communicator and
Synapse Snapper.

Bill Logan
Energy Education Directory
c/o Energy Information Center
Grant Rd.
Newmarket, NH 03857
The Energy Information Center is working with N.H. state education dept. and
the Governor's Council on Energy to encourage the development of energyrelated curricula in school systems. We
are presently compiling a directory of
projects and energy-related programs.
If you have knowledge of an energy
education program, games, films, etc.
please let us know about it. Information regarding intended age group, cost
of program, funding sources; would be
particularly helpful. All contributors
will receive a free copy of the completed
directory.
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following suggested by :
Pauline Sargent, Dave Deppen

Philadelphia Area Green Pages: A Handbook of Tools, Information and Resources for the Greening of Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
325 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
$3.50 postpaid.
For the local resident it's a dandy reference to regional growing conditions,
finding garden plots, useful stores,
agencies, arboreta, trade organizations
and local lore. For everyone else it provides useful information on national
plant organizations, horticulture correspondence courses and techniques. It's
also a fine model for similar publication
efforts el sew here. 19 7 5. 7 0 pl us pages.
Grasscrete
From a distance it offers the illusion of
grass. It is actually 56% concrete and
44% grass. On the Home Savings and
Loah lot, the grasscrete surface provides
parking spaces that produce enough oxygen daily to support the breathing habits
of 25 people.
Proceedings of the International Conference on Biological Water Quality
Improvement Alternatives. J. Tarbier,
editor.
Held March 3-6, 1975, at U . of Pennsylvania. We have not seen the compilation yet, but judging from our in and
out attendance of the conference it
should be top-notch science . We had
no idea, for instance, of the major,
working projects using reeds and bullrishes as natural filters. (To be published
Feb. '76. From: Dept. of Landscape
Architecture and Regional Planning.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
PA 19174, (215) 243-6591.
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CALENDAR
Oct. 16-18

Montana Alternative Agricultural Conference, Billings, Montana. Workshops on alternative energy , organic
farming methods, cooperative farming and marketing. Contact T.J. Gilles, Rt. 1, Box 300, Laurel, MT 59044.

Oct. 19-21

Limits to Growth '75 Conference, Houston, Texas. Meadows , Forrester, Lovins, Schumacher, Theobald,
Kahn, McHarg. Write Limits to Growth ~75, 5454 S. Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60615, (312) 324-6913.

Oct. 2 3-24:

National Symposium on Energy Policy for Local Governments. Write Joe A. Green, Political Science Dept.,
UMC07, Utah State Univ., Logan , UT 84322.

Oct. 25-26

NM Solar Energy Assoc. Annual Meeting & Conference. Submit abstracts of papers to Dr. Robert Martin,
Box 3449, New Mexico State U., Las Cruces, NM 88003.

Oct. 23

Governor's Housing Conference. Hilton Hotel, Portland . Contact: Oregon Home Builders Association.

Oct. 31Nov. 1-2

Natural Living and Agriculture Conference, Blue Mt. Com. College, Pendleton, Oregon. Keynote speaker:
Don Newey , fish culture, organic gardening, food crops, bee keeping and much more . Contact: Relta
Tucker, Rt. 3, Box 62, Milton-Freewater, OR 97862. ($5 registration fee)

Oct. 24-27

Regional Gatherings for Urban Communal Families . Both a west coast and midwest gathering. Midwest :
Box Ouradnik, 1034 Summit Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 5 5105; West Coast: c/o Durhams, 2 36 San Jose Ave .,
San Francisco , CA 94110. $40 registration , room & board .

Fall '7 5

Red Barn Program, Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, Wa. 99004. This fall is offering courses in:
primitive and folk medicines ; mycology and plant pathology; ecological building practices; sewing fur-like
and leather-like fabrics , windpower.

Sept. 29Dec. 1

Living Systems Institute. Marylhurst Education Center, Marylhurst , OR 97036, is offering a course in
Homesteading as an Alternative, taught by Glen Simmons, and The Art of the Estate Garden, instructor,
Mr. Maccartney. Both $20 for 10 sessions .

Nov. 8-12

National Whale Symposium, Indiana Univ., Bloomington, IN. Public conference devoted to the study of
whales, dolphins and porpoises. Write NWS , 605 S. Fess Ave., No. 3, Bloomington, IN 47401, (812)
339-1484.
Oregon Museum of Science & Industry Workshops:
Oct. 16

Basic Electricity. Generators, alternators, heat pumps and batteries will be examined and wired or torn
apart . The .Hall of .Elect_ricity will furnish additional illustrations of the uses and properties of electrical
energy. This class is basic background whether you're building wind generators or doing home wiring.
7 : 30 to 9: 30 p .m . Fee . Contact OMSI Ed. Office, 248-5907 .

Oct. 20

.H ome ~nsulatio~ -J ack Warren, PGE . Workshop will cover Oregon insulation codes, basic fundamentals of
m_sulat1on m~tenals , a~d the ~elationship of insulation to dollars saved in heating and cooling. Participants
will learn which home insulation procedures they may do themselves and which should be done professio nall y. Fee $1.00. OMSI members free. 7 :30 to 9:30 p.m.

Oct. 23 &
Oct. 30

Bu~ing or Building a Wind Generator - Ric Siewert . This two-session class will introduce wind generator
d e s1g~ s that may be purchased or built.
class will also cover economics of wind energy and planning
electncal s.t orage o~ ~he generated electnc1ty. (ff you need background information, we urge you to sign
up for Basic Electnc1ty.) Two sessions : 7 : 30 to 9: 30 p .m . Fee . Contact OMSI Ed. Office 248-5907 .

Oct. 22

Weather ~ariet~es & Grain Production will be the subject of the second lecture in a series on the subject of
our changing climate and the effects o n food production. Sponsored by the Oregon Graduate Center. 7: 30
p .m . Free .
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